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LOCAL AFFAIRS

HEW ADVERTISEMENT* THIS

Write

able.

or

Liberty

Ix>:in.

meeting
H B Phillip* Potato sprayer* for sale
Mr* B P Phillips- House for sale

Let’s make

$50 subscriptions

Cream separator for aale
F H Osgood—Oakland automobiles

desir-

are

E,G Moore—Boy wanted_

call.

BathTVb.:

“*■

Texas

Wo Will

Steamship Co—Help wanted
Blubhill, Mr

Attend to all details free of clmrge-.take
your subscription, make your remittances and will, when deliv-

Boston, Mass.: j

CONDENSED TIME TABLE
WRU DATS.

Trains arrive at Ellsworth from the west at
7.11 and 11.47 s. m., 4.19 p. in.
Trains leave Ellsworth for the west at 11.08
a. m., 5.95 and 10.62 p. m.
aUNDAT.

The

west

a.

Leave for

m.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT BLLSWOETH eOSTOmCB.

Only Thing'Pheap£
Grew|Last Years

HAILS EBCBITBD.

From

I Week Dayt.

——

——

Wbst—7.112a

m; 4-19 p m.
From East-11.08
m; 54ft and 10.52 p m.
(10.82 mail not distributed until following
z
morning.)
Cfc|

Timothy 99J£% Pure?

_

—FERTILIZER—

I

hails closb

Goino Wbst—10.40
Ooino East—8.46

District Deputy John E. Doyle, accompanied by Edward F. Brady as warden,
paid an official visit to the council of
Knights of Columbus at Calais on Memorial day, working the third degree on a

s

5.06 and 9 pm.

m;

3.50 p

thirty-five. J.
J. Dunleavy also

class of

W.

Frank

attended.

C. W. GRINDAL
Water Street, Ellsworth

8.11

weat

Hodgkins,

Closes for

hour before mail closes.

FOR SALE

For Week

Boat Actaeon

Freight

Ending

Midnight Tuesday,
May 49. 1917.
at

observations
taken at the power
station of the Bar Harbor A Union River
Power Co., in KUsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches tvr the twenty-four hours

Length, 65ft; draft 6ft; earriying capacity, 50
Jaeger engine, 40hp and one Ellsworth
engine,? Hi hp ; speed about 8 knots; derrick con-

eudingat uiidnight.j

Weather
condition*

Temperature

power.

12

lam

Wed
46—
Thsirs 49Kri
46—
sat
47Sun
3h—
Moo
Tue*
48-

forenoon

m

fair
fair
fair

83—
60-

itation

afternoon
rain
fair

rain,

44—
60—

Precip-

fair,rain
fair,

59—^ fair.cloudy cloudy
_41-.*;w—_fairfl |Jfair
46— cloudy.rain
rain y

WARNING!

L-J

To customers who intend to use Wall Paper
this year or next:
Now is the time to buy.
was
When my stock
bought the advance was
trilling compared to what it is now and what it
will be next year. .Stock and variety of patterns
will be very limited next season, and the price
will steadily go higher.

jvsb

with

.85

cloudy
fair*">~ {clear f"~

66-^*"

47—
47—

62—

clear

sun

50—

cloudy
cloudy

Mon
Tuea

53—

54—
54—
67—

50—

87—

fair,rain

**

rain
clear

.40

cloudy.rain
May. 1916,52.1

•*

Hay at**

.02

cloudy

clear
fair

Average temperature

.11

and

Reuel

Whitcomb
yjt

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hill of/JNewton,
Mast., are in Ellswortb|for a short visit.

BUY NOW

Robert Barrettgof New York is at
Labrador farm for
part.of *tbe summer.
Mrs. Mary R. Austin will open her tea
room on the Bar Harbor road next SaturMrs.

J. A.

THOMPSON,
ELLSWORTH

MAIN STREET,

day.
Mrs. T. fc. Hale

The many friends of

({leased

•pending

atiber improvement after

a

BIJOU THEATRE
__IV/t Al IM I9TREET
WKUSEfUAY, JUNES— Francis Bushman Id "The

Fred W.

Second in Commend.”

serious

—

Ai.nwi.s

..

Co.,

A Feet

summer

home here.

Mrs. Q. C.

spending

a

Russell of

few

Quincy, Mass., is

weeks with

her

parents,

Maria L. Bartlett and daughter
Marion, who have spent the winter in
Cambridge, Mass., arrived home Saturday.
Misses Constance Purdy and Mabel

“THE ETERNAL CITY, in 8 acta.
Admission tor this day only, 10 and ‘JO cents.

Monday

Hammond arrived
York

to open
Bridge hill.

SILVY & HAGERTHY

their

Edith Joy, after
left

recently

for

a

from

summer

New

home

on

few weeks at home,

a

visit in Portland

before

going to Poland SpringB, where she has

Automobiles

employment
Mr. and

for the

National

Overland

Telephone

tbeir

trip

to

them.
Tbe rehearsal of the Ellsworth festival
will be Friday evening,

Ellsworth, Me.

66-4

from

They were accomLynchburg, Vi.
panied by Miss Mary Cleland of Lynchburg, who will spend tbe summer with

Repair work of all kinds
Franklin Street

week

chorus this week
instead of

tbit will

Thursday,

at 7.45 o’clock.

tbe last

be

rehearsal

As

of the

season, it is desired I hat every member be

c. C. BURRILL

&

SON

present.
The

sociation

—Established 1807-

loan

and

building

as-

pret'y

big

banking

in-

Ellsworth
is

a

of its kind. It pays tbe largest
tax of any loan and building association
in tbe State, fl00.53, with the Federal loan
stitution

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
^Presenting some of tbe

leading companies

Qlsworth and Bar Harbor
**** Trip Daily, Except Sunday

Offlce Square. Elltworth, for Bar
il «& p. m.

Harbor

at

tor&lV

Tbemlr«- Cottage 81., Bar Harbor,

Ur 4

,Wt>r,bal*»P-

®

*tag in Ellsworth in time for Washington County train)
B1-00 Bach Way
1

TriP»

Utee.

made to Bnr Harbor at reasonPublic Car to go anywhere nights

HBBdays,

M. B. YOUNG

T
^

'•-«

EllMwrtk, Ma.
Mm with tha Littla Car"

of this

and foreign countries

Attention.
Special good
stock

We shall have

of heer-

a

Uaspberry
I,raring Strawberry
Plant* for fab aud spring delirery.
and
Think of setting plants this fall
of
next spring and getting a large crop
the
and

beautiful red berries all through \»
from July until October.

e
our

season, or

rarieties
shall make these two
We shall continue growing
specialty.
ererbearing
all
on
all old standards
prepared
Orders express
plants.
Write for circulars and prices.

HANCOCK COUNTY NURSERY CO,
SHUT.

KAMI

attoottaoMm.

Boy Wanted

flag

remain

hung

will be

Do Your Bit

church,

in the

There

which you can express your patriotism and
many ways
loyalty to the U. S. flag. You can do your bit towards the uplift
and protection of your Country’s best interests.
Every little saving

entertained

chapter, u. E.
fifty members of

the

chapters

The

Ellsworth

in

Be thrifty—start

Hancock

Friday

account with us.

an

County Savirgs Bank

Ellsworth,

Maine

enjoyed

Stars

Walsh,

superintendent

Hancock

conservation committee of
county has about completed its

of music, sang.
exercises, the relief jcorps served
refreshments to members of the post and
speakers. The children were entertained
at a special matinee at the Bijou picture

splendid

work in the distribution of seed

theatre.

After the

visit.

The

food

The last car of fertilizer
is now on the road. From the Ellsworth
office during the campaign there have
been distributed 3,700 bushels of seed potatoes, 200 bushels of wheat, 260 bushels
of oats, 100 bushels of barley and eight

The picture-loving public of KUsworth
have an opportunity to-morrow to
witness the amazing story “The Eternal
Lily” from the famous novel by Hall
Caine. It will be shown in pictures at

bushels of beans.

its old borne

public canning demonstration in Ellsworth next Tuesday afternoon at 1 o’clock, probably at Odd Fellows ball, under the auspices of the pub-

was

fertilizer.

will

the

a

feus worm, ana

only thing
which to

tbe

on

coast of

needed

is

j

are

with

money

a

jacket

costs

one

just

a

Contributions aggrehave
realready been

gating flOl

Dona-

ceived and paid out for yarn.
tions for the

purchase

of

yarn will be
and no donor need

very gladly received,
hesitate on account of the smallneas of the
every little helps. Donations may
be sent to Miss Alice H. Scott, Ellsworth.

gift,
All

as

having completed work

to send it to Miss Scott.
two girls known
Ellsworth will take the journey alone

to far

Japan,

men

of

to meet

their

there and

choice.

daughter

of

wed the

Miss
Marjory
Mr. and
Mrs.

Cousins of Bangor, formerly of
Lamoine, has already started on her
8,000-mile*trip to Kioto, Japan, w here she
will be married to Prof. Carl B. Eatabrook,
formerly of Orono, now head of the
English department of the Imperial
Japanese university. In tne latter part
of June, Miss Susanne Allinson, daughter
of Prof, and Mrs. Francis G. Allinson of
Providence, R. I., will leave for Tokio,
Charles

Japan, where she will be married to
Harry C. Emery, son of former ChiefJustice L. A. Emery of Ellsworth, who
Petrograd, Russia, where
located, to meet her.

will travel from
he is

now

are an expense until
are ready for
You can make them grow
quicker and stronger and lay sooner

wider range and in truer colors
possible in the novel or play.

by simply giving them

[Par M jretn called Pratts Poultry Food]
mixed in their feed. Try It on one hatch
and compare results—you'll find it pays to
use this old reliable and greatest of all
regulators and egg-producers. It actually
brings results ana increases profits. Costs
less than lc. a month per chicken.
Plans UqpM Use Uhr is sure riddance to
an expensive pest
Try it
fratli Nasi Use Wstwnit kills head lice
on little chicks and turkeys. Best remedy
lor scaly legs.

June

PARCHER’S PHARMACY

Hodgkins

13, at lawn
Lawn party

under auspices of Eastern Star.
sion free; public invited.

1

W

Admis-

4lJtocUisnju:u®

Storage Batteries Repaired
Orders

A.

P.

gs

groom.

Taken For New Batteries.
Batteries Tested Free.

68 State St.

edding U.i

The double ring ceremony is most
popular. We have a large stock
of Wedding Kings for bride and

Wedding Gifts

ROYAL,

Gorham

Ellsworth, Me

Sterling Silver.

Linnehan’s Auto Livery

Roslyn Elmwood Silver
Plate.
Rich Cut Glass.

Three Care;

Fine China and Glassware.

The

day or night service

Sacind hind cart bufM aid said.

22 WATER ST.

Dinner Sets
$50.

ELLSWORTH

▼•Isphons,. 117-2

OAKLAND
For Sale.

•

Home

No

sets) $15 to

is

complete
Victrola.

bought

without

29-2 and 112-12.

E. F. ROBINSON CO.
I

Agents

Protect Your
We have
ami

(or

Victor

Talking

Machines.

Crops!

full line of

Sprayers
Spraying Materials.
a

The Memorial day observance in Ellsworth

was

early

carried out

as

announced.

In

members of Wm.

morning the

H. H. Rice post decorated tbe graves of
comrades, being assisted in tbe beautiful
office, aa for some years past, by Misses
EUeneen and Christina
members of the
and

marched

to

Hancock

afternoon exercises.

impromptu

At 1.30 tbe

drum

hall

for the

Tbe line

was

corps.

There

twenty veterans

aoout

Doyle.

post assembled at the hall,

m

line.

led

by

were

Arsenate of Lead
Bordeaux Mixture
Blue Vitriol

Bug Death,

etc.

The hall

appropriately decorated with flags.
Roy C. Haines presided at the exercises.
Fred E. Stoddard, principal of tbe Ellawas

high school, delivered

address.

Lincoln’s

an

read

Gettysburg

H. C. STRATTON

excellent
address

by Edwin Austin. Higgins'
orchestra furnished music, and a chorus
of achool children, led by Mrs. E. J.
was

&

Care to let.

F. H. OSGOOD
Tslaphol

(full

All stock patterns can be
by the piece.

New and Second Hand

By odd coincidence,
in

were

requested

are

Chiclcens

they start laying, or

market.

tbe

Tbe

purchase yarn-.14 3-10 buys

skein of yarn, and
little less than fl.

a

than

even me

Maine.

more

with

of Mrs. Charles

by tbe soldiers and sailors,

much needed

picture

in

the rothrilling
and tragedy of the original plot,

Wednesday afternoon,

receiving returns from the entire county

ide women oi

incidents

COMING EVENTS.

to be forwarded

boys and girls, are all busily knitting
jackets, mufflers and wristlets which

This

Italy, and pre-

“Liberty,”;

are

to the governor. Under
their instruction, they are not allowed to
give out the official figures.

moved hack to

Main street.

The cast, an exceptionally strong one, is
headed by Pauline Frederick, who is a
her beat in the character of Donna Koma.
On account of the length of the picture,
eight reels, there will be only one show in
the evening, commencing at 7 30.
There
will be a special matinee in the afternoon
at 2.
A special feature of Monday evening, in addition to the serial
will be “Hunting wild cats in Hancock
and
Washington counties, with guns,
dogs and camera.” Many of these scenes
were taken in
Franklin, and one cat in
Surry and another in Bluebill.

registration in preparation
military draft went off smoothly
total
in
Ellsworth
yesterday. The
registration in Ellsworth, from unofficial
figures,is 189, divided by wards as follows:
Ward 1, 53; ward 2, 52; ward 3,30; ward 4,
17; ward 5,37. This is a busy day at the
courts
clerk of
office, where Sheriff

Mahoney

on

taken in London and

mance

The work of

Wescott and Clerk of Courts

Bijou theatre, recently

sents the

safety committee of Hancock county
1and the extension department of the University of Maine, with County Agent
Worden in charge. Miss Platts and Miss
Gordon of the University will give the
1demonstration.
All are invited.

worth

Drug Store

are

counts.

Southwest
last

evening. Supper was served at 6.30, followed by work by Irene chapter, and a
banquet before the guests left for their

so

family, yourself!

UNION TRUST COMPANY of Ellsworth

there

Harbor and Sullivan

and

your

ACT TO-DAY!

during the war. Miss
sing “The Battle Hymn of
the Republic”, by request.
to

an

ABOUT 17 YEARS OLD

country,

~

national

tbe

Moore’s

Protect jour

academy at Annapolis. 1 t
Above all, takingThe~;8hield~of Faith,
whereby ye shall be able to quench all
the fiery darts of the wicked,” will be
the subject of the sermon at the Unitarian church next Sunday morning. The

Cousins,

Mrs. Lewis Smith and children

returned last

Chalmers

summer.

LOAN

of at least t50 should be received from everyone.

Mr.

yarn used is made by Charles A. Dews at
Tbe
the woolen mill here in Ellsworth.

Mrs. C. A. Han scorn arrived
Saturday from Baltimore to open their

easy one.

Bartlett’s
Bartlett. The

with

the

Mrs.

Juno 7

day

the

especially

summer.

an

are

New York, is it bis Ellsworth home for

R. B. Holmes and wife.

5 and IO cents

Admission,
Special Thursday,

1 —

■

--

Rogers

of the

Mr. and

FlUDAY. Jl'NE 8-"The Wheel of the Lew,” Metro, 5 ecte.
SATURDAY, JUNE B —Paramount "Thetjuest of Life,” in 5 ecte.
MONDAY, JUNE 11—The Sixth Episode of Seriel Liberty end other pictures.
TUESDAY, JUNE a—“Anton the Terrible," Paramount in 5 seta.
—1

Joy,

Subscriptions

mother, Mrs. Maria L.
leave
Castine
boys will
to-morrow,
Wheeler to enter the military academy
at Weit Point and Frederick to enter the

are

illness.

with that of the men at the front the lot of most of

citizens is

By subscribing to this loan you will be doing your duty as a citizen
and your money will be invested in the safest security in the world.
Y'our interest return will be satisfactory—3 1-2 per cent.

(!astine,

for the

1917.46.8

from the U. of\I.

home

.24

compared

The least that you can do is to subscribe to the LIBERTY
OF 1917 which must be made an overwhelming snores-.!

lic

FhurW-

Charles

~

Honey

our

and

Frederick,

Wheeler and

sons

There will be

5.

Fri
Sat

are

.09

rain

*4-’*—

w

.46

Others Will Loan Their

As

snd

their guests, and from expressions heard,
it appeared that ibe guests enjoyed their

ELL* WORTH.

I From

tons : one

nected with

IN

Pine

first pleasant afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Baitlett^of

homes.
WEATHER

of

corner

Irene

a m.

Lives

the

about

Registered mall should be at postofflee half
an

Coughlin

Hancock streets.
Bungalow and other
aprons and home-made candy will be for
sale. If stormy, the party will be held

m.

Sundays.

Their

TO THEIR COUNTRY

S.Walker will

at eosTornca

a m;

Arrives from the
west 4.40 p m.

5ome Will Offer

and’Southwest Harbor last evening.
supper, there was work by the t Haworth degree team, followed by an entertainment of music and tableaux.
After

naval

*ffeet. May 14, 1917.

That

Pine Tree

S.11

at

m.

/»

entertained
from Blue-

hill

Charles

SEED

lodge

Kebekabs

party under the auspices of the
be
gvein Wednesday
afternoon, June 13, at the lawn of Mrs.

Goldsmith* Wall-Stock well Co

Arrive from
west at 5.20 p.

Kebekah

seventy-five

aSbrrtisrmcnta.

tax

a

Eastern Star will

£*3

V

next, with

association

A lawn

Crockett A butler

ered, keep your bonds for safe keeping in our own vault,
subject to your order—no charge for this service.
Do It Now!
It’s “Your Move"

GRASS

Nokomia
about

The Burrill National bank
Home for sate
Hoarder* wanted
Novice of foreclosure—Union Trust Co
Conservator notice—<'harle* M Harriman
State of Maine —Public notice
Hancock Co Agricultural society—Special

the

building
f06.es.

of

WEEK

Bijou theatre

Don’t Wait
Subscribe to-day for
it an overwhelming total.

and

18 8tate St.

Ellsworth

SUNDAY SCHOOL

B1>1TKI> BY

lit Motto:

Lesson XL—Second Quarter, For
June 10, 1917.

Stearns.

Pilate seems to have tried again and
again to release Him. and his wife
also sent him word to have nothing to
do with that just man. for she had
suffered many things in a dream t*e
Peter
cause of Him (Matt, xxvli. lib
testified after Pentecost that Pilate
was determined to lot Him go (Acts
He evidently thought when
iii. 13)
he asked them to ch<fc>se between
Christ and Barabbas ns to which he
should release unto them that they
wouid surely nsk for Christ. But they
cried out. “Not this man. but Bn rah
has.'* although Barabbas was a robber
and murderer (chapter xvlii. 40; Acts
iii. 14*. Pilate's fear to touch Him In
creased when the Jesus said that His
crime was that lie said He wa* the
When Pilate
Son of God (verse 7)
asked Him about this Jesus at first
made no reply, but a little later said
to him. “Thou eouldest have no power
against Me except it were given thee
from alKJve: therefore he that delivered Me unto thee hath the greater
aiif (verse 11).
part

or

mis

repiy

must

Hopeful.”
nr©
for

saceinc
the mu»

y
*

I

communications, and Its *«©*■©»• depend*largely
Oomon the support given it in thl* re i»eci
murdratious tr ust In* atgneo, but the name of
writer will not t*** printed except by permission.
Communications will be »ubjecl to approval or
rejection by the cxbtor of th* column, but none
Will lx* reject©*l without good reason. Address
nil communications to
Tit a AMKRiCAB,
hll worth. Me.

Lesson, John xix, 16-30.
Memory Verses. 26, 27—Golden Text,
I Cor. xv, 3—Commentary Prepared by

urst

“Helpful

and

oenetlt. and aims to »*e helpful and hopefHll
Being for the common good. It I# for the common use—a public s* rvant, a pu veyor of In
formation ami suggestion, a medium for the in
terchang© of Ideas. Il this capacity It solicits

Text of the

lue

»t'ST

The purposes of this column
stated In the ‘Hie and motto-1. is

THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.

Rev. D. M

asurrtisnnmt*

fflutual tinutil Column.

**YOU CAN IF YOU THINK YOU

Clings

one

squash

CAN.”

unto the vine.

Can it.

We shall conquer by this sign

—

Can it.

)

Let

not one tomato

W aite

Pick

each

cherry from the bough.
Can

Thrift

fail.

Can it.
not and there's food for all.
Can it.

must.be

our

Can

it.
motto,now.
it.

each bit ot garden etofl
Can it.
gave and there wtil be enough.
Can it.
Save

I

mention heat aud work.
“Can it!”
Do your bit and.never shirk.
Can iL
Do

not

Anything you

cannot can.

Dry It.
Learn from early Puritan.
Try it.
Ktnma Mayktie
IIVsl n»tmry.

re-

fer to the will of God. the determinate
Whiting.
foreknowledge of God, that
THU FOREST OF AEDEX.
TO
TRIP
wbJch Ills, ha ml and His counsel deter
(Concluded-'
mined before to be done (Acts ii, 23; iv,
Madame Modjeska's theatrical experience
28*. the last part to the high priest
of
•
There began with a traveling company composed
who delivered Him to Pilate.
neighbors and frieuds, but her rise was rapid
are degrees of sin and degrees of punthe
I and she waa given a life contract by
ishment for the lost, as there are deRoyal theatre in her own country. 8he came
grees of rewards for the righteous to California, on account of poor bealtb.about
When * the year 1*78. Sue was accompanied by a
(Luke xii. 48; Rev. xxii. 12>
the .lews cried out, “If thou let this 1 number of friends, who attempted to found a
It consisted of
model colony at Anaheim.
man go thou art uot Caesar's friend;
I eight persons, but none of them knew any• • •
we have no king but Caesar"
thing about farming, aud it was a dismal
(verses 12-15*. Pi ate took water and j
failure.
washed ids bands before the multi
One day while living at Anaheim she went
tude. saying. “I a in innocent of the j off on a long horseback ride and discovered
blood of this just person; see ye to It
j the spot which she said was the most beautiThen the people said, “tils blood lx? fgl she had ever seen. aDd w hich she afteron us and on our children.”
Then he ward acquired and named "The Foreat of
released Bora hints. scourged Jesus and j Arden." It was her home, between her
than twenty-five
delivered Him to l»e crucified (Matt ! theatrical tours, tor more
I
and many famous and lnotable people
xxvii. 24-2G)
Why did he scourge Him jrears,
there t»y her. including
were entertained
after he declared Him innocent? Whv
the day in vaI some of the greatest artists cf
did he deliver Him to the brutal so:
Paderewski was a warm friend
rious line*.
diers to be mocked and spit upon a d ; of Madame M< je*ka. and the Polish author of
so lii treated?
Even a guilty man Is ! -Quo Varela" spent more than a year as her
protected from injustice at the hands ! guest, and wrote almost the whole of hi# famuu8 book while there.
If we cannot
of his enemies as a rule.
The bouse is a large bungalow of Fast
reply to the why. let each one at le *-t
[Indian architecture, and .waa designed f-r
say it was all for me. the Holy Oue of
I
Modjeska by the noted architect. Stanford
God suffering in my stead. When we ! White. This* house ia now ti.e central hotel,
wx* the Son of God, the Creator
f ai
are many
j and scattered through the gr* unds additional
things, the Judge of all mankind, re
cabins and cottages which give
such
The
for
gteat
reiving
treatment at the hands of ; accommodation*
guesis.
the civil and religious authorities and [ living-room is very iuterestii g, with a small
used
w hich
Madame
music
rocto
off.
opening
remember that they are just the same
and also
today, what sjioukl l>e our attitude to as a stage in rehearsing her ( arts,
theatricals. Vh« re is a huge
for private
them? When «e hear Pilate say. “Be
stone fireplace, and two sides of the room are
bold the man!” and “Behold your
lined with book cases, for she was a student
king!” (verse* 5-14) we think of th I and bopk-iover.
true testimonies of the Spirit. “Behold
and
Many of her original possessions
the man whose name is The Branch!” i furnishings are still lu the he use. aud 1 bad
own
and
“Bebotd.
cometh!” j the privilege c f sleeping iu S.odjeska's
king
thy
room, which is almost as she left it. It is
(Zerh. vi. ig; ix. 9>
fire r< oiu," as oue
the "forest
So Pilate delivered Jesus to be cruci- ! called
on
a
out
splendid hill
fied. and they t**ok Him and led Him ; window ponkitg
clear
covered with trees is comp< sed of
away, and He. (tearing His cross, went crimson
glass, and looking through it. the
forth «verses Hi. 17>.
They met one ! forest and hillside ;aeem |one a ass of flame.
Simon, a Cyreniau. coming into the city ! 1 u the morning, when, the sun rose, it was
and compelled him to turn a!>out and a wonderful sight.
The grounds immediately surrounding the
help Jesus bear the cross or bear it
for Him (Luke xxiii. 2Gi. Weremember ! house are very beautiful, with great trees,
rare
plant* and shrubs from every quarter of
that He said. “If any man will come
after Me. let him deny himself and i the giobe. and many winding paths. There
are fountains and
pools in various places,
take up his cross and follow Me |
and a cement swimming! pool fed by a cold
(Matt. xvi. 24t
Let us not forget that mountain brook. Near the t»a*n entrance of
the cross is never anything beautiful, the house is a giant live oak tree at leant six
but a cruel thing signifying a painful feet in diameter, and towering upward in
and lingering death. Many women folproportion to its trunk. Close to thia tree ia
lowed Him. bewailing and lamenting a well fed by deep springs of the moat delicious
pure water, as cold aud clear as could
Him. but He told them uot to weep
for Him. but for themselves and their be desired. Over this well a rustic house, or
arbor has been built, and beside it Modjeska
children because of the things that
planted with her own bands a rose buab, of
would come u|xm them iLuke xxiii. 27- the “Gold of
Opbir” variety. It ia enormous
311.
Having reached Golgotha, they now. and oue arbor is gloriously clothed in a
crucified Him and two evildoers with robe of pinky-gold, for the bU aaooi are in
Theu the branches
Him. one on either side and Jesus in incredible profusion.
the midst, and thus He was numbered climb straight up the live oak liee and twine
and
with
the
branches,
mingle
sending down
with transgressors, all for me.
The four soldiers divided Uls gar- trailing garlands of glory. It ia indescribbeautiful, and looking up as farms one
ments among them, but for His coat ably
can see. the roses are miugling with the dark
they cast lots, thus fulfilling another oak branches, against the say.
Scripture (verses 23. 24; Pa. xxii. 18).
The grounds are lighted .with electricity,
Perhaps three more awful words were but not glaringly, and the| whole effect ia
never written than these. “They cruci- harmonious and restful beyond description.
fied Him” (verse 18). when we consider Wbeu twilight fell the frogs in neighboring
who He wax that they crucified, the marshes and pools began their »ong and the
Prince of Life, the Lord of Glory brook murmured by drowsily. One felt shut
off from the onside world, and I could almost
• Acts Hi. 15; I Cor. Ii. 8». and that He
imagine I waa a child again, back ia the old
submitted to be a curse for us Hurt borne, with
the frogs singing their bedtime
we might not ftcrlsb iGal. Hi. 13*
We lullaby.
have In our lesson three of His seven
We ail awoke early the next morning, and
sayings on the cross (28. 28. 30i; but. after breakfast, took the trail for about half a
mile
up ihe hill to the "Lake of Arden.” It ia
taking them in order from all the re«
ords. we ba\e first forgiveuess. even a strenuous climb, in places almost perpenwe crossed the mouutaiu stream five
dicular;
lor those who crucified
Him: then
times, using stepping stones, but at last
glory for eveu a penitent thief; then reached lb?
top and felt amply repaid for our
provision for His own motba^. suggest trouble- The lake consists of four acres and
ing the supply of ail we can need t>e- was created by building a large cement dam
tween salvation and glory. The fourth forty feet wide at the bottom and
thirty-five
waa at the beginning of the darkness. feet high, coaling over $10,000 to construct.
This
lake
ia
ted
by an ever-running mountain
“Mjt.God, ray God. why hast thou forsaken Me?” and the other three at the brook riaitig iu the foreat reserve, and furnishes
the
water supply for the ranch.
close of those awful six hours. *1
We left the Forest of Arden by way of El
thirst.” “It Is finished.” “Father. Into
thy hands I commit My spirit*
Billons? Feel heavy after dinuev? Tongue
When the Jews asked Pilate to have coated? Bitter taste?
Complexion sallow?
j
the bodies removed that tbelr Sabbath Liver needs waking up.Doan’s Regulate Cjre
day might uot be desecrated (ob. the | bilious attacks. 2S cents at any drug store.
otter hypocrisy of It all!) the soldiers —Adel.
broke the legs of the two malefactors,
but found Jesus dead already, ao they
did not break His legs, but a soldier
pierced His side, and thus two Scriptures were fulfilled. Ex. xii. 46; Zech
For Infants and ChOdraa
lit 10- The last part of the chapter
In
deorribe* His burial by Ntcodemus and
joaepb In Joseph's new tomb, and thus
was fulfilled the saying. With the rich
ta His death Has. Hit &>•
counsel and

>

j
j

|

CASTORIA
(la# For Over 30 Years

Union g tlje

SICK WOMAN HAD
CRYING SPELLS

This column Is devoted to the Orange, esto the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers forthr
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meeting*. Make letters
All communications mnst
short and concise.
be signed, but name* will not he printed exAll comcept by permission of the writer.

Compound.

Vegetable

If you would lute tree confidential advice address Lydia E. Pink ham Medicine

Co., Lynn, Mass.

Toro. For a few mile* the road ascends at an
eighteen per cent grade, bat when we reach
the summit tbe view ts wonderful. At one
point is what is called “the miniature grand
canyon,” with coloring exactly like that
famoue spot. We left the car and climbed to
tbe very top of tbe hill, and on every side the
view was grand beyond my powers to de
scribe. Through fertile coaatry for many
miles we pasted fields ploughed ready for
planting, others with tender new grain showing green, and still others ripe for harvest, or
with the golden grain already cut and
gathered for threshing-

degrees will be given.

first and second

j

birds

;

habits of

the
and

harmful

insect

peels

Others

lecturer.

most

our

common

usefulness

their

by

the

quotations

re-

read

was

gave

There

destroying

in

readings by
Burnt!
and
Gertrude
Elia
Pond,
grapbaphone selections by Oscar Warning and songs by a chorus.
lating to birds.

were

203, NORTH BROOEBYILLB.

RAINBOW,

May 24, twenty-five were present. Tbe
first and second degrees were conferred
candidates.

two

upon
May 31 the third and fourth degrees
were conferred upon two.
At the next
meet Hancock county Pomona grange

May 18 a short session was held. Brother
G. N Worden wss present and the time
wss given to him.
Ail, both members of
public, enjoyed his interboys’ and girls’ dubs.
Msy 25 a regular meeting was held. An
interesting program wss given by tbe
Eich brother .told what his
lecturer.
tbe grange and

esting talk

on

favorite dish

work to

when

was

a

boy and each

requiring the least
The question, “Which

prepare.

weather?”

opened by 1.

was

There will be

mother's

a

By HAP8BURO UE8E of the Vigilante*.
It was away back five years In the
dusty past, when I was a perfectly
good filter of big log saws Instead of
a writer of Indifferent power, tliat I
had my first real Introduction to this
I had just left the
P.rvbdlgnngian.
sawmill. In company with the sawyer,
when 1 noticed an ordiuarlly but neat
iy dressed old man picking up kindling
that had fallen from a passing wagon.
1 was sorry
We s«w>u overtook him.
for him.
"Old man." said I. "if you’ll come
around to the mill tomorrow PU give
you nil the kindling you can ‘»rry off."
lie laughed rather amusedly. "800."
he replied, "I'm Just picking this tip to
keep it from going to waste. Waste Is
the great AmerS an thief."
The sawyer
We passed him by.
nudged me and whispered: "That's *4d
So-and-so. He’s worth a hundred thou
s^nd. and he’s not necounttnl n stingy
mau."

Banday dinner,

a

counts tbe most for success, the man,
farm, tbe market conditions, or
M.

tbe
the

Allen.

evening program

meeting.

for next

MOUNTAIN POMONA.

GREEN

Follow ing is the program for I be meeting of Green Mountain Pomona grange
with Scenic grange, Waltham, Wednesday, June 13:
Opening *ong
Regular bu»inr*a
Addrrat

of welcome...Mr* Willey
Re*p«>n*f ...W U Dunham
Exemplification of fourth degree by boat
grange

I

Ethelyn Remick

3b4, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
June 1, a good program was given.
There will be a clebrstion July 4, with
sports, tUg-raising, a dance, etc.
HIGHLAND,

*

WEST HANCOCK.

Sunday

organized May 27.

Superintendent,
Tracy; assistant, Mr*. S. J. McFarland;
and
treasurer, Gets B. Tracy; orsecretary
ganist, Kutb Bridges; librarian, Mra. A.
Mra.

A.

E.

Graves.

E.

Mrs. W. K. Springer of Dexter is visit-

ing

here.

Mr*. Retell* Shaw of Ellsworth 1* visiting her niece, Mrs. Herman Sinclair.
Mona Young, who has been attending
school In Ellsworth, la home.
June 4.
E. H. 8. ’17.

are

MAHIAVII.I.K.

Omar Carr visited his aunt, lira. Susie

Frost,

Sunday and,Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bo/ Morgen, who have
bean away on their wedding trip, have returned to their home with Mrs. Morgan’s
mother, Mrs. Belle Carter. They have the
over

best wishes of their many friends.
June 4.

Ota'* Be a Quitter.
It la nothing for a man to bold up
bis bead in a calm, but to maintain his
post when all others have quitted their
ground and there to stand upright
where other men are beaten down—this
is divine and praiseworthy.—Seneca.

F.

STOP THAT ACHE!

Storm Warning.
Stude (facetiouslyi—This steak is like
a day in June. Mrs. Boredom—very

Don’t worry and complain about a bad
back. Uet rid of that pain and lameness)
Use

Doan’s Kidney Pills. Many Ellspeople have used them and know
bow egeetive they are. Here’s an Ellsworth Falls case.

Landlady (crustily>—And your
board bill Is like March weather—always unsettled.—Pennsylvania Punch
Bowl.
rare.

worth

C. W. Smith, prop, blacksmith shop.
State St, Ellsworth Falls, says: “I used
Doan's Kidney Pills several years ago. I
have considerable lifting to do at my work
and my back got in pretty bad shape. 1

Wall, Why Notf
Why wouldn’t it be a good plan to
make a woman the speaker of tho
house of representatives. She is In every other house.—Milwaukee Sentinel.

Sloan's Ltslswsl for Rhewmuttem.
The pais goes so quickly sl'er you spply
Sloan's Liniment for rheumatic pains, neuralgia, toothache. lumbago, sprains, and it’s
so easy to nse.
It quickly penetrates and
soothes without rubbing and is far cleaner
and more effective than mnssy plasters or
ointments.
Keep a bottle in the boose and get prompt
relief, not only from ail nerve-pains bnt from
bruises, strains, spraius, over exercise sad
'll external aches. At your druggist. He, Me,

was

Officers:

Hard to Kill.
slow, even when it cornea
to dying, and one naturalist who bad
mounted a shell upon a card waa surprised to And four years later that the
warm water employed in soaking the
abell off the mount had revived the inmate, which he had long supposed to
be dried and dead.

$108

school

steady,
pain
my Kidneya
and I felt miserable. My Kidneys did net
act regularly. I got Doan'a Kidneya Pills
had

!

at

dull

a

ecroaa

O. A. Parcher’s Drug Store, and after

using them for

disappeared
in every way

helped

my

a

and

week or two, the trouble
1 have been feeling Sne

sines.

Doan’s Kidney Pilla

entire system.

Price 60c, et all dealers.
ask for
ney

a

Foster

Don’t simply

get Doan’s Kidthat Mr. Smith had.

kidney remedy

Pills- the

same

go*

me lesson,

ve since worsen u

very thoroughly—so very thoroughly, In fact, that I am able to tell you,
whl' li Is apt to sun>rl*e you. that another nation the size of ours could hare
lived six years on that which we have
wasted during the last ten years. And,
which Is <»f even greater tni]K»rtance.
both this an<l the other nation would
have tieen a tletter and stronger and
more
efficient nation because of It.
(let thnt! Waste Is beyond any doubt
the great American thief. Just as that
philosophic old man told me.
It Is In our eating that we are most
Immoderate, most Intemperate, most
wasteful. We are. In the main, a nation of meat eaters and tsillers and
overeaten*.
We think that we save
time when we bolt our food, but we
don't; we lose time, because by so doing we Impair health and shorten life
to an extent that would l« alarming to
us If we could only realize It.
The
eating of much meat may tie all right
for a digger of ditches, but Ifcertainly
Is unwise for those who expect to do
xny amount of clear thinking.
Overeating Is good for nobody, for ao many
reasons that I cannot attempt to set
them down here.
Let me break the
news to you that Germany, as a nation. can pat It all over us when It
comes to efficient eating.
And Germany’s efficient eating Is one of the
greatest factors In the success with
which she has fought and la stlU fighting the beet forces of the civilized
world.
If you are a meat eater try cutting
out at least half your meats and substltutlng fruits and cereals and properly cooked eggs. ft will surprise you
when you note bow much your brain
and skin has cleared.
If you are a bolter try taking at least
half an hour for each meal, try leaving busluesa behind for the time being,
try thinking of light and pleasant
things while you are eating—and note
the difference.
If you are au overeater cut out a
third of your usual meal and see bow
much sluggishness of body and mind
you'll be able to throw off.
If you are a combination of all three
It's a wonder you are alive!

out

Living"...Mra. George i>avia,
Young, Fred

Martin Garland, Fannie
A DeMeyer
"Our Flag” ..Mr*.
Current events
Question box

Evils of Poor Cooking.
Poor cooking often makes proper
food either difficult or Impossible to digest. The hard canted money of the
household goes to tbe purchase of good
food, which Is often ruined by the
housewife ignorant In the art of cooking. Good cooking is not a matter of
whim or flattering the {talate. It la an
absolute essential to health. Therefore
tbe art altouid Ite taught In our schools,
says a food expert.

He who brings ridicule to bear
against truth Bods iu his hand a blade
without a hilt.—Tandor.

and

Another Nation Our Size Could
Exist Six Years on Our
Waste In Ten.

_

Snails

stare

WASTE DESCRIBED AS
6REAT AMERICAN THIEF

brdowick. 244.

Picnic lunch
Maaic
Fifth degree
"The Grange, its Iliatory and Achievement*." .Julien Emery
"Home Production of feed for
Farm Animal*".C L -Shand
General
diacuaaion, “How
Hancock
County Can Meet the High Cost of

We regret to report that “Dell’' ia nit
Did, tbe poem was a tittle
any better.
late tor memorial but I shall uae it later.
Ulad to bear from you.
Aunt Madge.

Long may It wave and lonl Ite
•tripes In glory shin*.

Milburnto.,Props.,Bngalo, N. Y.

Was

»

Victim

Indigestion

f,,r

Nome Time

Anvttn Jobuxn of South
Oriiugton i»
known to hundreds of men «nl
«ora«n
I **r- Johnson Is s farmer who apectalire*
oppressed ! »“
products, and like met men in

j bta position, be It conservative and gives
! hia opinion only when he is sure.
Not long ago Mr. Jobnaon gsve an
en-

Amid the mighty nations' flags It holds
an honored place.
F >r on It* fold* lias never been the shadow
of disgrace
And wall 'tls known where’er that flag
upon Its mission goes
That It l* true to all Its friends, a terror
to all fora

NIOOLTN.

Johnson

of Nervous

triumph it

Twenty-three responded

Just breakiug through tbe grouud now.
Less extensive, but still immense, are the

This is one of the many delightful trips
that 1 have enjoyed this winter, and each one
has seemed a little more de.igbtful than the
last.
But at dinner that night, after we
reached Los Aageles and borne, we all agreed
that certainiy we had n*rer had a more
beautiful and varied week-end trip than tbe
one Just ended, and that there could be no
fairer spot than the beautiful Forest of Arden.

For tt
ever men may dwell.
From polar lee to tropic Isis In
has gone.
And from Its stars aJl those
have inspiration drawn.

icle-Telegraph.

389, NORTH ELLBWOBTH.
at the roll-call
Two candidates received the
June 2.
third and fourth degrees. It was voted to
tame children’s night June 18, and hold
A
open session during tbe program.
woman lecturer will talk on suffrage.
It was decided to hold the annual fair
and bazaar Oct. 9.

Austin

brighter Is that glorious flag and
prouder Is Its swell,
1
is famed around the world wher-

For where It floats there men e’er And a
patriotic shrine.
It stands for strength and sympathy, tt
st a mis for truth and right.
And where It g^ee the eye# of men see
Freedom’s sacred light.
-Theodore H. Boice In Pittsburgh Chron-

will meet here.

sister gave a menu for
good w boleaome food

•ome time.

Yea,

NEW CKNTUBY, 388, DEDHAM.
The subject considered Msy 28, wss the
value of birds. A paper giving iu detail

We came at length to Han Juan Capistrano
and visited the old mission
there, now
missions
of
partly in ruins. The old
Cal fornia
have a strange fsscinstiota for
me.
I can almost see in fancy the old
Franciscan padres in their brown robes,
pacing these crumbling corridors, and the
Indian neophytes, busily engaged in their
labors under the fathers' kindly godidaoce
and instructions. Only here and there a
fragment of the adobe wa shows where tbe
fall granaries stood in those
happy and
tourists
are
prosperous days, and
eager
everywhere now. in place of the browtskinned worker* of those former times.
From Capistrano we came to the coast
route, through Arch Beach, Laguna Beach,
to Santa Aua, and then to Tustin.
Beyond
Tustin we pass through the great Irvine
ranch, containing tbe largest bean fields iu
tbe world, over 24.000 acres of land being
planted each year. Tbe first green leaves are

fields of sugar beets, and it would seem that,
as
far as bean* and sugar are concerned,
there need be no famine in California for

flaunted high amid the storms
when wind and oceans roar.
Though carried through the shot and shell
of battle on the shore.
Tls Just as bright as when It passed
through Its baptismal fires
In days of old when borne by Kevolutionary sires.

Though

reason.

MAFSAPAQUA, 477, SOUTH BLUBH1LL.
C hildren’s night, Msy 30, a fine program
At Ihe next meeting the
was presented.

“I waa all ran down and
weak inwardly. I had female trouble*
—

ana nervous feelings
and my head bothered me. I would
often have crying
spells and feel as if
I was not safe. If
I heard anyone coming I would run and
lock the door so they
would not see me.
I tried several doctors and they did not
help me so I said to
my mother ‘I guess
i win nave to cue aa mere ta no help for
me.
She got me one of your little
hooka and my husband said I should try
one bottle.
I stopped the doctor !
medicine and took
Lydia E. Pinkham'a
Vegetable Compound. It soon made a
change in me and now I am strong and
do all my work.”—lira. Augustus
Baughman, Box 86, Enhant, Pa.
Why will women continue to suffer
day in and day out and drag out a sickly,
half-hearted existence, missing threefourths of the joy of living, when they
can find be
E. Pinkham'a

Another year of age is on the banner of
the free.
The starry nag that proudly floats on land
and on the sea.
But touch of time has dimmed no star
within that nzure field.
And still Its white and crimson stripes in
glory stand revealed.

munications will be subject to approval by
tbe editor, but none will be rejected without
good

*

---

V

pecially

Restored to Health by Lydia
E.Pinkham’s Vegetable
Enhant. Pa.

-—-f
OLD GLORY’S BIRTHDAY j

Granger*.

A Modern Battle Cry.
We’ll rally round the hoe, boya, and
loin the ranks of toll, shouting the battle cry of "Feed 'em!" We'll train the
rrops to grow, boya as tillers of the
soil, shouting the battle cry of "Feed
'em!”
Where there Is work to do.
boys, we'll gather on the spot, shouting the battle cry of “Feed 'em!” To
duty we'll be true. boya. and till the
vacant lot. shouting the battle
cry of
‘heed 'em!" Nature, kind mater, will
ild In our need. Down with the
tater;
'IP wftb (be weed! So well rally round
ihe hoe, boya and train the
cropa to
now. shooting the battle cry of “Feed
v ;u!”—Boston Post

dorsement of

medicine. Of course that
no other
medicine ever introduced here has
rtcai».
ed such endorsements.
“I was a suOarer from stomach
trouble
end nervousness,” aaid Ibis South
medicine

j

ton

a

wae

Tanlac, because

Orrlog-

“I

guess I bad nervous indige,.
oontinned Mr. Johnson.
“1 lost appetite but when 1 did eat
my
food did not digest properly but
instead
soured end fermented. From this
co„ditloo I was getting generally run down.
Now tbia new Tanlac baa relieved me
of indigentiou.t It baa
toned up my
stomach and given me a good
appetite, I
can dow eat anything
without having it
bother me afterwards. I sleep better and
get up fueling rented and ready lor the
day's work. My nerve, are a great deal
better and I feel better generally, too. "
“
Btortas lilts tbesa by well-known men
and women have made Tanlac the moat
popular medicine aver introduced here,”
•aid tbs Teniae Man.
Tanlac la being specially introduced in
Ellsworth by E. G. Moore; in Wert
Franklin, 8. 8. Scaromon; North Sullivan,
H. Robinson; Hancock, Pamela Grange
Store, and there is a Tanlac agent m
every Maine town.
man.

lion,

RHEUMATISM
Physician Relieve* a Genuine Kent,
edy for the K>i»ea%e Has Hern
Found.
kbeuma,

the

wonderful
rheumatism
told by Geo A. Parcber and alt
druggists, gives quicker and mere lasting
relief than other remedies cowling mauy
ttinea as much.
sg.^
Kbeuma {*»*e« the deadly pot* ,<.ui
secretions into the bowels and kidneys,
from w hich they are quickly thrown off
in a natural, healthy way.
Head what a reputable physician says
about kbeuma: •*!
have maiit a most
careful investigation of the for mu la employed iu the manulac lure of liht un.a,
at a 1 heartily ricomo eno it as a remedy
tor all
forma of
rheumatism, i hml
lihtun.a lar in advance of the
methods
generally Ittphmd IU Um
rheumatism, and altogether different in
composition from the remedies usually

remedy

prescribed.”- Dr. Lyons.

This should give any sufferer
from
rheumatism confidence to try Kbeuma.

CHICHESTER S
u

PILLS

(I fak*

m rtlrr
Hy •T ?*><-r IlnaW. A..r*riTl-« tl>>-Tr.V%
f IHAsiuND HR JkM* I'lU*.'»•«'-a
I ytmkiMt *t Ho.*. *.»<*»! A»*.»K«-

SOW BY DRUGGISTS LVERWHtRE
■ALT! •'
_ML
IMBMU OWTUDfT
In oaed for th« prompt relief of tcxtnm,

NLt rtie

im,

ttkcra, •pmiii*.

*«*• lb#
wormy
pain nod the Matting pro
It

etc.

beftnn at oticv.
onarotUl by pbytteiani.
u»d
cent

Sold by draft*1* die.
60c.,or Kaoyo'
Co., Prof*., Ada:u*, .V

AIb£****
x.

Baikoabs anti Stramboats.
>AAAlVV\^/N*..VVVVVV,>/Vv''

QUARRIES, FACTORY

'’'v' '*’V

LOCA-

TIONS, MILL SITES, FARMS,
SITES FOR SUMMER HOTELS
and CAMPS
Located

on

tna ana

ol tne

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
■Ira opportunity to thoae desiring to make
• change in location for a new (tart In life.

Undeveloped Wnter

Powers,

Unlimited Raw Material,
and
Good Farming Land

Await

Development.

Communications regarding locations

areinvited and will recelre attention
when addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
POBTLAND. MAINE.
The nmtul who does not advtrtUt in
a, dull Mason makes it

more

profitable for

tboee mho do adeer*ise.

The matt-order house is advertising
or

your business.

to do about ill

What are you gotng

abbrrtiMthfntB.

COUNTY

Do You Dread Hot Weather ?

SEDGWICK.
Etta Young of Bangor has been visiting
here.

Does l» cut your energy, disturb your stomach or brine
near prostration? The well man isn’t
afraid of ha*
ut it is trying on the weakened body.

Sju

Mrs. Eva
Rockland.

BUILD UP YOUR STRENGTH

Mrs.

sxurzzg SKMa-

PER UNA

yjd
.^th.o^
I’pniaa I* ml tooic, with
a

th.ins._-

iHJSSL th.huS'

apodal efficacy ia catarrhal

!3dMr^tt2tt..,OT^W”'
NEWS

<

Clyde

bc*n

*ber» b*

in

M#y

«»«P*oy®d*

»•_Hprc.

William McCusick ia visiting here.
The high school graduation will he
held
the evening of Junes.
John F. Robbins, who has
spent the

yr. Daniel Crabtree waa a guest of
a few days last week.
Ifrt. t*. 9. Clark
Mr>. d. G. Hall of Nortbeaat Harbor
weak.
*t» in town last

winter in Boston, is in town.
Mis# Gladys Clark of Brewer spent MeMm. Emma F. Grindle is
morial day it W. E. Ravages.
visiting her
Mm. Kobert Cousins.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred McKenzie have gone j daughter,
Mrs. Guy Cleveland has moved here
toM llarbor for the summer.
from Deer Isle for the summer.
Mil* Eirena lie Beck it at borne from tbe
Town Clerk Cal ley is ill of measles.
f.of M-, baring tlniatied her junior year.
Thf re are about 100 cases in town.
Bev. Harry Taylor, evangelist, assisted
Mr. and Mm. Gleason Flye are
Mum K fh in a aerie# of meeting# here
receiving
congratulations on the birth of a aon.
last week.
Memorial exercises were held iu the
U. H. Hardison, who has been ill at the
Ilia opera bouse. Kev. J. E. Norton of Rock*
hospital in Bangor, is at hr me.
friend* are glad to know he la recovering. j l**»d gave the address.
Rev. Mr. Davis preached the baccaThe grange aid society was entertained
lart week by Mrs. Frank Grindle, and laureate sermon at union service at the
week by Mr*. op. ra house Sunday morning.
vtii It entertained this
Claud Clark.
At West Blomngton
Sunday school
Mt». Charles E. Smith and daughters memorial services were held for Miss
Ula and Valerie, who have been with Frances Sweetaar, Mm. Lizzie Fitteld,
Mr*. Elia Smith a few weeks, returned to David Fitteld and Ezra Gott, who have
died during the past year.
Mortbeast Harbor Saturday.
•1. 0 .Hardison was called to East brook
*»«», widow of John MacDonald, died
May Jl, after a long illness. She was a
last seek by the death of hia brother, N.
C. Hardison, a former esteemed citizen of daughter of the late Sullivan Green. She
this pis e and a member of tbe O. A. It. leaves a grandson, S. A. MacDonald, a
half-sister, Mrs. Annie Small, of Rock port,
aad grange.
and two brothers, Stephen and Sullivan
Maynard, infant son of Mr. and Mrs.

|

Green.
Thursday of j
June 4.
branchial pneumonia following measles,
at the age of eight months and seven day*.

Maynard Hodgkins,

Tae funeral

waa

died

held at the Union church
A

jfctorday afternoon, ltev. W. II. Dunham
There were many beautiful
offending.
ftoecra. Interment waa at Latnome. The
parent* have the sympathy of all.
Jon* 4.
Echo.

first

Tbe

Methodist
secession, tbe
has had
for some time
look

place

here

Mr*.

Vesta

faL

laat

membership.

tad wife

were

Friday evening,

Stinson

was

_

_

PROSPECT HARBOR.

patriotic concert will be given by the
children uext Sunday evening.

school

Howard

Colwell

| Coiveratty
\ deulistry.

of

is

home

from

Maryland,

the

school

of

Sc hoodie

BTOSINUTON.
church

Nihil.

taken

I for

ja

when
into

Rev. George B. I>avu
by tbe conference

sent here

to take up tbe work, and a new interest
baa been awakened among tbe members
and friends of the society. The parsonage
baa been

refurnished, the Friday evening
prayer-meeting re-established and a choir

this *«f«Jy Kemotra Wurnia.
Worm* are » common disease of children,
asdtvery mother should know their ajrmptow
•'allow complexion with dark circle*
•sgrr •}«.*, irregular bowel niuvnurot with
Hawseh hard ur swollsn. grinding teeth or
laehinc may mean that Ktcksnoo Worm
Killer 1* urrded at once. It las mildly latathe remedy In candy tablet form that cbll4r«ai:kc
Kills and remotes the worms ami
l*tt the chi d grow strong and healthy. At
year druggist, Sic.

a

lodge, K. of P., has arranged
(lag-raising soon. The lodge will buy

|600 liberty
The

service

Red

bond.
Men

Sunday

had

in

church,

John

Sheet)y was the speaker.
special music.

Arthur

ployed

in

Hodgkins,

Mrs. Addie

Portland,
furlough.

has
ia

been

em-

at home.

Reynolds and Miss Grace
home for the
who has

from

iu

the

training at Fort Williams,
has been at home ou a five days’
is m

*

June 4.

R. H.

thatl Pure, powerfal,
STAYS—mark
paraiaiant paint. BAY STATE aticha

like a poor relation. Wet weather juat can't
get under its skin. /The Bay Stater knows
his duty—to protect and beautify—and he
Is faithful to the last drop of paint.
Don’t gat the habit of saying “any Old
paint will do.” Say “Bay Stats.’’ Then yon
wilt get a paint made and mixed juat right for
your purpose. Excellent colors and color
combinations for the house and outhouses.
Special paints and enamels for everything
In and around the house.

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND A CO, Inc.
Lmrgmsi Paint and Varnish Makars and
anjp Carradars of Load in Now England
Boot on. Mono.

re-

Steuben.

*

BAT STATE PAINTS

nig.
The social given'by the students of the
high school was a great success. There
was a tine program, including
several
readings by Clifford Henry, in French
Canadian, which brought down the house.
June 4.

FOR SALK BY
Smith Tiros....Sedgwick
Frank Stanley.Isles ford
K. J. Higgins.Southwest llurbor Futon & Co.Stonlngton
N. A. Stanley.Northeast Harbor F. A. Noyes.Sullivan
A. C. Feruahl.>1 onnt l>esert Ktfleld & Joy.Bar Harbor
F. W. Luii t. West Tri lliont Thomas 1. Hinckley.Bluehlll
R. H. Ilrown Co.Castine Dunbar Bros.Sullivan
F. II. Maeomber.Seal Harbor L.C. Bragpou.Franklin
W. F. & L.O.Stanley..Cranberry Isles P. W. Itlcharrlson & Son.McKinley
r. H. naming.Sargentvllle

C.

The many friends] of'Laureaton R. Gray
regret to learn of his]death|which occurred May 22, ia Martinez, Ga. In his
early life he followed] the sea. He also
taught in the public schools of Sedgwick.
For many years he lifed in Brewer, where
he conducted] a grocery] store. Later he
went South, and was]tbe owner of a large
orange grove in Florida. In 1863J he married Miss Lottie Marks of his home town,
who died many years ago. He leaves a
sister, Mrs. Ada M. Peaslee of West Sedgwick, and a brother, Martin L. Gray of
Oakland, Cal.,* also a son, Harry Gray,
of New York, and a daughter, Mrs. Harry
Lutt. of Martinez, Ga. Mr. Gray was
faithful in all endeavors, a good neighbor,
and a loving husband and father. His
w

ill

for

him

many

Spec.

June 4.

Mrs. C. M.

'Leach is recovering from

Edward

West received

news

hut brother Boardraan’s death
after

a

a

Tuesday of
in

^kbbhhhhpbhhhhi mamm

Photo by American Press Association
COUNTESS VON BEBN8TOBFF.

She Is a woman of gracious personality and before the war
was one of the most popular hostesses
in the diplomatic set in Washington.
When the war broke out she was visiting in Berlin, and it was not until lust
fall that she was able to rejoin her
husband in Washington.
The countess leaves many warm
friends in her social circle at the capital, who will sincerely regret her u%New

Make tbe most delicioas shortcake imaginable.

W
I

is

very ill.

Conner returned to her
Enfield Saturday. She was accompanied by Donald Murcheson of East
Winn, who has been her guest here.
G*
June 4.
Miss Annie B.

school in

Carrots

are

useful for

Memorial

SMALL,

.ou can «e
No delay, no uncertainty.
No coiling up, no .hiking down.
omd.
Perfect
flame i. set and there it .tay.. Cook, fast or .low as you like.
more than 8,500,000 home*.
the Long Blue Chimney turn, ill the oil into heat. In use in
u*e the New
Hot water for laundry, kitohen, or Bath, at low co.t-if you
hardware or hou.efumi.hmg .tore for de^riptive
Ask
wucre

sue

combustion

Kerosene Water Heater.

iny

booklet*.

SOCONY Kerosene gives the best results.J

STANDARD OIL COMPANY of NEW
(Principe! Often)',

New York

Albany

a

Buffalo

YORK
Boston

new perSectton
__

OIL COOK

usual.

as

falling,
lected.

at

cor-

finetjjdinner
Baptist church

was

prepared
the

by

at

relief

Mrs. B. Philips Weston of
for

commencement
is

academy

Baccalaureate

Congregational
Martin

the soldiers’ graves were not negThe commander of Jas. A. Garfield

A

the

10,

day exercises were observed
Although a heavy mist wan

junior

of

June

at

sermon

church

the

J.

by Dr.

J.

evening,
Tuesday
junior reception

Monday
town ball;

Bangor.

exhibition at

week

follows:

as

evening, sophomore and
to the senior class, alumni and trustees

post and two sons of a veteran decorated
th« ninety-five graves in Seaside cemetery.

at

the

academy;

the

Wednesday

alumni ball at town

corps.

evening,

hall; Thursday

even-

ing, alumni reunion and banquet at Bap*
Sheriff W. W. Wescott and w ife of Ells- tist chapel; Friday afternoon, graduation
exercises at town hall, Friday evening,
Mr. Mathews deworth were guests.
livered the memorial address, which held ; concert by Harvard male quartette. Rewill be
the close attention of all. About seventy- i served seats for the concert
five school childreu, with their teachers, checked at the town ball Thursday, June
and fifteen members of tbe G. A. K. post j 15, at 3.15
June 4.
S.
formed in front of the Baptist chapel at
Rev.

The tomato exercises medicinal effects not completely explained by the
presence of ulkaline suits. There is a
principle present which, in a concentrated state, produces salivation ami a
free stimulation of the liver.

middle-*i*ed, or a great big family—there’* a New PerCook Store deigned for it. And whaterer model you
Oil
fection
chooae—it’* »ur* to cut your kitchen drudgery In half.

and

Ohio.

Program
BLUEHILL

recting derangements of the liver.
They are excellent as a dressing for
painful wounds and swellings.

FOR YOUR FAMILY

Icy, Pa.,
Dayton,

COUNTY NEWS

pains.
Turnips and parsnips have peculiar
oily principles which are of value as
an
aperient and diuretic. They are
also claimed to he good for coughs and
hoarseness.

Iff
H

Thereafter you wilt insist on
SUPERBA Canned Goods, Teas \
and Coffee, at your dealers.

What the Commonest Vegetables Do
For Your Liver.
Every vegetable garden Is a medicine chest r**coguized by physicians as
of considerable value in the treatment
of diseases. Onions, for example, eontain sulphur oil and ure recommended
for insomnia and us an aid to gastric
digestion. They also help to allay rheumutic

I

cup* flour, % teaspoonful each, soda
and salt; and 1 teaspoonful cream tartar in a mixing bowl.
Add heaping teaspoonful of shortening. Work into flour
until tree trom lumps. Add enough milk
to make soft dough. Roll about Y inch
thick. Bake in large cakein hot oven.
When done; split and spread
with SUPERB A RedRaspberris
Serve with whipped cream.

MEDICINAL GARDENS.

long Illness.

II

7ry 7%£s Recipe
3£ft 2

sence.

Boston,

West Penob! scot with her brother, W. V. Marks, who

xork.

Mrs. Maria Conner is in

summer.

enlisted

that&faysFnt

They will
leave soon for s home in California. They
were given a farewell party Saturday evenvisitjn

a

serious illness.

Cambridge, Mass.,

Keyuotds are at
Elvin Corny,
army and

who

Mrs. L. W. Guptill* have

Mr. and
turned

C.

Covey, who works in Portland,
a few days.

Paint

and Many Waahington Friends.

remembered.

_

has been at home

The Break In the Relatione Between
Germany and the United 8tatea Haa
Neceaaitated the Counteea von Bernstorff Leaving tha Land of Hor Birth

W. H. Pervear gave an illuminating
party at his home recently. His spacious
bouse and
grounds were
brilliantly
lighted, and with such a genial host, with
the supper in the efficient hands of Mrs.
Nellie Bachelor, and with J. H. Hooper as
toast-master, it was an occasion long to be

was

LAMOINK.
Grafton

EXPATRIATED BY DIPLOMACY.

NORTH CASTINE.

June 4.

American Bom Wife of Former
German Ambassador.

As far aa la known. Countess von
Bernstorff Is the only American woman married to a German diplomat,
Bridges'.
and the fact Is a strong reminder at
Mrs. Arthur N. Dority and little daugh- this time of the desire of Kaiser Wilter Elinor are home from Boaton, where
helm In sending Count von Bernstorff
to Washington in 1908 to strengthen
they spent the winter.
Dr. and Mrs. A. G. Carter and son i the bonds of friendship between the
Gardner of Holyoke, Mass., are viaiting United States and Germany.
Refore her marriage to the count on
Dr. Carter’s brother, John W. Paris.
Nov. 14, 1887, Countess von Bernstorff
Mrs. Ralph Willey is in Bangor hospital
was a Miss Jeanne Luckemeyer of
tor an operation for appendicitis. Her
sister, Mrs. Harold Byard, ia with.her.

itev.

There

EX-ENVOY’S LADY

Mr». Sarah Cloason of East Bluehill is
at Fred
visiting her grandchildren

pleasing personality won
memorial friends wherever he]went.

their

Cnion

F

son

from

came

AO .ri».iutui-

visit

a

Mrs. Nellie Robbins, who has been in
Massachusetts several months, is home.

practice to aid in the church services;
ladies'ant society of the church is
also doing good
work. A prosperous
church year ia looked forward to

l«rk is at home from Gardiner,

is home from

has

the

WEST FRANKLIN.

in

week

The Twitchell-Champlin clsm factory
closed after a busy season.

coa-

Th« >««— Com paoy. Colombo*. Ohio

COUNTY

George Torrey

Mrs. Minnie C. Daniels
East Somerville Saturday.

*■ —

I"

last

spent

Mrs. Harriet Clough is visiting her
Ashman in Bluehill.

INVIGORATES

It rtstens the per lectio* of direction sod rnaorea
cd conditions (catarrh! that make you
^l. ,»t -hat y«

Weed

Massachusetts.

in

■

food tool®.

NEWS

Satin Hats.
The type of satin hat that dominates
In the smart shops is made of black
satin, with so small a headband that
It is merely a ribbon and so large a
brim that it eclipses the crown. Tlds
brim couvolutes around the head in a
series of curves and irregular lines. If
It were not made by an expert it would
be utterly impossible for any woman
to wear. Every line of It must be nicely calculated to the fraction of an inch.
*o that the face beneath will appear at
its l»est.
Rarely is there a touch of trimming
an turbans, but the introduction of
two flaunting, bright wings in front of
I black satin turban gives us a new
Idea—wings are evidently coming back
to fashion, and one goes up and one
joes down.

1

B.

R.

Mathews

and

o’clock

and

marched

wife

to

and

Seaside

cemetery, where all the soldiers’ graves
were

by

decorated with flowers

dren.

tbe chil-

The column then formed about tbe

monament, where services were
Bluehill
with
by tbe
singing

soldiers’

held,

At the close of this service

quartet.

column marched to the town tall
exercises.
all

who

the

for the

Jas. A. Garfield post thanks
these
kindly assisted in

so

services.
Spec.

W. Abbott has gone to Boston
sister, Ruth Marion Parker.
Dr. Dorhme of Baltimore has bought
the cottage of A. W. Johnston at Parker
Mrs. G.

to visit her

Point.
is

serving

now

at

on

New

the

de-

London,

Conn.

day.
Dr. R. V. N. Bliss, who has been commissioned first lieutenant in tbe regular
army, received orders Thursday to report
for duty, and left at once for Fort Harrison, Ind.

The body of Edward M.
former resident of Biuehill,

Johnson, a
brought
here for interment in Seaside cemetery
Mr. Johnson was eighty-seven
Jane 1.
years of age. He was a son of Col. Moses
Johnson, who gave the old.training ground
on Tenney hill to the town for military
was

New Millinery.
Among the new features for the
south are suede fluished felts com- purposes.
bined with lisere. tagal straws emAmong tbe recent arrivals are Dr. and
broidered or braided with soutache, Mrs. Fowler of Providence, Mr. and Mrs.
tnd cottons and silks printed or em- Coburn Haskell of Cleveland, and Mrs. C
broidered in Paisley. East Indian and ! Truax, Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Krehbiel ana
Roumanian designs and colors. These I Miss Helen Krehbiel of New York, Mr.
novelty straws and fabrics are used in and Mrs. G. F. Cochrane and Dr. and Mrs.
conjunction with the plain straws, in- I Dorhme of Baltimore, Misses Caroline and
cluding cocoanut effects, lisere and I Elisabeth Owen and David Owen of Philamil an hemp.
I delph it, Miss A. S. Harbaugh of Sewick-

|

spending

a

few

Clark

days

of

Bangor

here.

Mr. and Mrs. K. H. Plummer of Bangor
in town Memorial day.

were

Mrs.

ing

her

of Bar Harbor is visitsister, Mrs. Abbie Dunn.

Edgar Perry
Gladys

Clark of

Brewer

was

the

guest of Miss Celia Garbett last week.
Mrs.

daughter
Providence, R. I.,

Clara Lowell and little

Margaret

returned

to

Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Burnell of Glen, N.
H., visited their nephew, Frank Hanscom,
The Baptist church was filled Sunday
morning, when Rev. W. H. Dunham delivered the baccalaureate

Mrs. Maynard Grindle of Sherburne,
Mass., who has been visiting her mother,
Mrs. A. Davidson, returned home Satur-

|

are

last week.
Emerton

stroyer Fulton,

Avalanche of Pookats.
Pockejs started to be the fashion a
touple of seasons ago. No one looked,
kowever, for the avalanche of pockets
rhich seem to have tumbled on to
ftresses for all times of day. On sport
foata and dresses they are so large
that they are really draped on to the
sides of the garment. They are mostly
patch pockets, the tops adorned with
i narrow fur band. In one or two modlls the whole pocket is of fur like the
dollar and cuffs.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles

Miss

June 4.

Fred

FRANKLIN.

i

sermon.

Mr. and Mrs. Victor Peavey of Bangor
motored to Franklin to spend Memorial
day. Mrs. Lucy Havey of Bangor was also
a visitor in town on that day.
The rain prevented exercises at the
Memorial day morning,
cemetery ou
though maiiy flags and flowers were placed
there. There was a good gathering at the
W. H.
hall in the afternoon when Rev.
Dunham gave an inspiring address. Music
by a male quartette was much appreciated.

B.

June 4.
NORTH PENOBSCOT.

News has been received of the death of
Mrs. Abbie (Hutchins) Abbott of Allston,
Mr. Abbott, a Bucksport mao,
Mass.
has been constable of the police court of
Boston many years. Besides her husband,
she leaves an adopted daughter, a brother,
J. M. Hutchins, of North Penobscot, and
a sister, Mrs. Ellen Grindle, of Georgetown, Mass.
June 4.

H.

FARM

$lic i£llsu>ortb American
%

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

New* of Interest to Hancock County
Farmers.

j

PUBLISHED

Treatment For Fewle That Hava • offered From Frootbita.
Frozen or froet.nl combe and wattles ara common at thla season, whether you bouse your birds In closed
building* or those with open front*.
I'eually the bird* In the closed house*
got the worst of It says the low*

Terrible Weapons When Charged

Worden. Ellsworth.|

AT

MAINE.

LOCAL

BT THI

A

RANCOUR COUNTY PUBL19HINR CO.

general

of the
W. H. Titus. Editor and

GRENADES IN WAR

Manager.

boys’

conference of ail local leaders
and girls’ clubs will be held

in Ellsworth next

a year ; $1.00 lor tlx
»onths, 50 cents for three months; If paid
strictly in advance. $1 50, 75 and S8 cents
respectively. .Single copies 5 rents. All arrearages are reckoned A the rate of $2 pet

%»oscrtpt!oE Price—$2.00

9.30

a.m.

It

leaders of the

Saturday,

county clubs
Following are a few

be ginning at

fifty
girls in the
will be present.
of the topics that

ia hoped
1,000 boys

Hancock

rear.

With

LEADERS’ MEETING.

Busin#***communication* should be*addreeeed
to. and all check** a»»d money orders made pay
»ote to The Hancock County Publishing
JO-, Ellsworth. Maine.

have club

Explanation

of instruction

sheets and

of poor condition of tba bird
and dampness with sudden change* in
temperature. Now and then a healthy,
vigorous specimen In good order will
esget frostbite from undue exposure,
pecially to freezing winds, but generally there will he no severe frostblto
under ordinary circumstances unless
the bird la out of condition from Indigestion, faulty nutrition, too much

Score cards.

How to overcome indifference
community.
Do we want signs to designate a
ber’s work?

in

a

a

Now to Be Flung by
Hand at Close Quarters, to Be 8hot
From a Howitzer or to Be Planted ae
Mines and Fired by Electricity.

They Are Mede

The

use

plement of

report blanks.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 8, 1817.

Homestead.
Freezing of tho headgear la largely

and

meetings?
How to conduct meetings.

Why

MERCILESS DEATH SPREADERS

that air the

will be discussed:

kdrertising Rate*—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application

High Explosives.

of

hand grenades as an imdate* back nearly four

war

centuries, and this deadly weapon remains today, aa in the sixteenth cen-

matter

tury. one of the most effective weaphandling, etc.
memlu the United States
ons of warfare,
Exposure to severe cold winds when
The fight for a free bridge to Mt.
infantry Journal there is an article headgear la wet with drinking water
lend
bo
snd
drawing
Yon
Why snapshots
Desert island has been won
dealing with grenades which Ls a trans- la a common cause of freezing. For
value to a story.
lation from the German military pubtreatment, thaw out the frosted parts
may now ride from the mainland to
members
club
from
and
Letters
reports
lication. Militar YVocbcnbiatt.
Mt. Desert island without paying a
by rubbing with cold petrolatum: then
letter.
news
and leaders. A county
"Hand grenades," the article reads, apply ■ mixture of ono ounce of sweet
special tax. The Trenton toll-bridge; The press snd publicity ss a means of
oil with one teaapoonful of spirit* of
"as an implement of warfare date back
was thrown open to free traffic Sunclub
work.
promoting
turpentine. Apply dally.
many ceitfuriea. History records their
for
recommend
we
day.
What prises should
Do not take the bird Into a warm
use as far l»ack ms 153b at the siege of
aud
fairs?
local snd county contests
Arles. I p to the close of the eight- room. Warmth will cause trouble.
a
in
The Literary Digest of May 26,
A county field day.
eenth century soldiers were trained lu
Means by which a club may raise funds.
symposium on national prohibition,
the throwing of hand grenades. They
Plans for the 1917 county contest.
cites Maine, “the patriarch of prowere for that reason called grenadiers, j
of
all.
Co-operation; the biggest job
hibition states,’’ as an answer to the
"The grenade* were hollow l*ails of :
house
for
can’t we have a clearing
iron or other metal about two and a j
test of prosperity afforded by the per Why
club members’ products and do co-operahalf inches in diameter, tilled with
capita amount of individual bank de- tive buying?
powder and provided with a fuse,
Maine’s per capita in 1910
posits.
w hich was lighted t»efore being thrown.
was
8256, while among the “wet’
W. C. T U.
At first there were n few in each registates, Wisconsin, had 8H2; DeleMares due to fool during the spring
later entire companies were
ment,
ware, 8170; Ohio, $175; Illinois, $198; County Convention Held at Winter
months need a nourishing winter raand still later every infantry
formed,
Harbor May 23 and 24.
New Jersey, $205; Maryland, $205;
tion. A rapid development of the young
battalion had Ita own grenadier comcolt Is essential If a healthy yearling or
The Hancock county W. C. T. U. held
Pennsylvania. $210.
pany, which in the different armies had
Is desired.
its thirtieth annual convention with the
precedence over the other companies two-year-old
Proper feeding of the brood mare
The rapidity with which the ranks Winter Harbor local uniou, May 23 and at parades and other formations.
determines In a large
of the Grand Army of the Republic 24, Mrs. Nettie Fullerton of Ellsworth,
"During the w ar between Russia and during pregnancy
the strength of the colt at
the county president, presiding.
are thinning was emphasized by
Japan hau l grenades wore a twin used measure
Mrs. Lillian H. Wight, field worker, j in
birth. A grain ration of three [wrts
great quantities by both sides. es|>esmall turn-ont of the veterans on
was present,
snd rendered invaluable
oats and one port corn by weight
and
in
at
close
fighting
quarters,
ciaily
in
Ellsworth.
There
Memorial day
the convention.
If timothy or mixed
assistance all through
serves very well.
effective
were they that It is
so
deadly
were twenty in line.
This was a good The usual convention
was
program
liny Is fe<l ss roughage a handful of
not surprising the Inventor s mind ocshowing, considering that the ]>ost carried out, and several things not apollmeal should be given at each feed.
cupied itself with this mean* of comonly musters thirty-one members to- pearing on the printed programs were bat and endeavored to adopt it to the The digestive tract will t>e kept In better condition, and tho hair coat will tie
day, and several of these live at some introduced.
requirements of modern warfare.
afternoon
A pleasing feature of the
much sleeker If ollmeal Is used. Oildistance from Ellsworth.
Most of
"First of all. It was very important
meal Is unnecessary when clean clover
those in line were still vigorous, but session was the marching of the school to invent a projectile that would unite
about ninety of them, carrying
or alfalfa hay Is fed.
time is inexorable, and some one children,
deadly effectiveness with complete
Horae breeders, according to Dr. H.
flags and singing. They were given a
Mr.
the
the
of
thrower.
Aase*\
most ere long take np
the work i
safety
short address by Mrs. Wight.
H. Havner, In charge of live stock exa
number
constructed
Danish
inventor,
which these veterans have each MeThe following officers were elected for
tension at the Pennsylvania Stale Colof hand, rifle and mine grenade* which
morial day so faithfully performed, the
coming year: Mrs. Nettie Fullerton are said to fulfill these
lege School of Agriculture uud experirequirements.
but with ever-increasing sacrifice to of EJsworth, president; Mrs. L. A.
ment station, prefer to feed some wheat
"The hand grenades are carried by
themselves. The past twelve months Richardson of Bar Harbor, correspondthe man until required and then
have reduced the membership of the ing secretary; Miss Harriett Cole of
thrown by hand. The rifle or ‘howitzer*
post by death nearly twenty-five per Eiedgwick, recording secretary; Mra. grenades are fired from a firm rest
of
Winter
Ruble
J.
Harbor, such a* a wooden stand made from a
Tracy
cent., taking ten oat of a membertreasurer; Mrs. Maud L. Moore of Bar
rifle placed on the ground and directed
ship of forty-one. It is fitting that
Harbor, vice-president-at-large.
the tender duties of Memorial day
at various angles of elevation by means
short
addresses
were
Thursday evening
of stakes. The mine grenade is anshould be taken up by the sons of
given by the county president, Rev. M. c bo
red in the ground and discharged
veterans, and we are pleased to know 17. Miner and Mrs. Wight.
by electricity upon approach of the enthat a movement is already on foot.
emy. In each case they are veritable
among the sons of veterans to or- j
Recruits for Field Hospital.
uru u uca in i*.
ganize or re-organizo in Ellsworth.
Major Bial F. Bradbury, of tbe soldiers’
"The rifle grenade weighs about 55*)
home at Togus, has accepted a commission
grams. It contains seventy-two bullets
COUNTY OOSSIP.
Lo organize a field hospital in Maine. Reweighing 2.5 grams and seventy-two
cruits for this service are desired. These grams of
explosives. Tbe seventy-two 0-o
Bears are getting numerous and bold in men will be enrolled in the Medical bullets cover a
space of at least forty
The man who la breeding ererr
Manaville. Signs of them are seen freEnlisted Reserve Corps.
to fifty square meters. Tbe rifle gremara old enough to the beat itulweek
came
One
last
one
night
quently.
It is desired to secure as many college nade may be fired from an ordinary
lkm available and la taxing proper
out into the pasture at the Farker place
the man
and high
school students as possible,
rare of the offspring la
army rifle at any range up to about
and killed a yearling hull owned by Elwho la sure to bo rewarded There
desirable
but other
men,
especially 40b meters. Tbe great destructive efare plenty of men who have bought
wood Frost, eating a Urge part of the
druggists, will be accepted. When a fect of tbe grenade is due to tbe fact
and paid for farms within the past
carcass.
sufficient number have been enrolled,
that tbe explosion takes place immediten
ears by their pure bred draft
mares.
The mare and foal pictured
Island correspondent, irrangements will be made to complete ately after the grenade strikes tbe
Our
Gott’s
are
rercheruna.
make out enground before it has bad time to bury
raking up the door-yard Saturday, their physical examination,
O--Itself in tbe soil.
found a piece of rotten board on tbe under listment papers and swear them into tbe
hundred
"The 'howitzer' grenade weighs one
side of which was ice half an inch thick, United States service. Several
bran In connection with oats anil corn.
kilogram and contains 215 bullets and
and the ground was frozen beneath it. are needed from Maine.
The present high price of mill feeds,
If you will enroll in thia service, send
a bursting charge weighing 20u grams.
it was in a place where the sun shines
however, hus led many feeders to reinformation to Major Bial It can be thrown with tbe band forty
nearly half the day. Not bad for June 2. i the following
ject bran. There Is no reason why
F. Bradbury, National Soldiera’ Home, meters or with a 'howitzer' 300 meters.
wheat bran should not be rejected In
Tbe 'howitzer' ts a contrivance made
Togus, Me.
the ration If ollmeal is given In the
Suffrage Campaign Opened.
of a cylinder and weighs twelve kiloName in full.
amount recommended, said Dr. DarToe campaign in Hancock county, for
a rifle.
like
be
carried
It
grams.
may
tddreas.
Present
ner.
Although oilnteal costs more per
equal suffrage was begun last Tuesday
The bullets of this grenade cover a
Home address.
100 pounds than wheat bran, the cost
afternoon, when Mrs. Albert McMabon of j
at least eighty
of
semicircular
space
Occupation.
I of a pound of protein In ollmeal Is
Virginia, one of tbe organizers of the
square meters and spread only to the 1 much cheaper.
Have you any relatives depending on
National Woman’s Suffrage association,
rear
not
tbe
to
but
and
front
laterally,
There Is a tendency to feed horses
who had spoken on suffrage at the Baptist you for support?
toward tbe thrower. They are, theretoo much hay.
Age?
During the winter
church the previous Sunday, held a public |
at j
for
value
fighting
of
fore.
especial
brood mares may be fed from one to
meeting at the home of Miss M. A. Greely. i Height?
constructed
are
close
quarters. They
one and a fourth pounds of hay per 100
Weight?
Mrs. McMahon, whose personality disso that they may be exploded only aftAre you free from all physical disIf clean
; pounds lire weight dally.
pels any hint of militancy, held the
tometers
traveled
have
eight
er
they
closest attention of her bearers as she ex- | abilities?
|1 clover or alfalfa hay la used only one
ward
tbe
target.
Have you bad any military experience,
pound per 100 pounds live weight dally
plained the cUims of tbe suffragists,
"The baud grenade weighs one kilois necessary.
citing facts to prove how satisfactory the and it so, what?
100
bullets
and
contains
weighgram
A combination of the grain and hay
results are in tbe states where women are |
CASTINE.
a
charge
2.4
and
bursting
ing
grams
ration recommended assures a strong
already enfranchised, Uyiog special erato
the
In
contrast
110
grams.
weighing
NORMAL SCHOOL NOTES.
colt and a good milk flow at foaling.
phasis on the value of the woman’s vote j
The students and several teachers took ubove described 'howitzer' grenade the
in the home, which is woman’s natural !
It
so
that
In
direction,
bullets
fly
every
sphere, and in the conditions which affect j part in the Memorial day parade, and the
Dairy Cow Efficiency.
Is only used for throwing from cover.
the nine million women who are wage- flag-raising on the common.
With a good dairy cow the overhead
of these grenade* Is
kind
"The
last
Her talk,
earners in the United States.
The reception given by Principal and
charges are less In proportion to the
It weighs about
the mine grenade.
was illumined by personal experiences in
work done than with a poor one, says
Mrs. Richardson to the graduating class
contains 400 3.3and
four
kilograms
the western states where she assisted in
C. H. Eckles, dairy husbandry departMay 29, was the largest gathering of tbe
200
and
a
bullets
bursting
gram
gram
the suffrage campaigns.
kind the historic old Johnston bouse has
ment, University of Mlsaourt.
charge. The 400 bullets will cover a
With a cow producing 130 pounds of
At tbe close of the meeting an invitation I ever witnessed.
The class, numbering
of at least 800 square meters.
s|>ace
was extended to all women, who cared to
eighty-four, the members of the faculty These grenades, together with their fat a year more than half she consumes
do their bit for the cause in Maine, to and others who had been directly conIs used to maintain the body. The cow
electrical connections, are placed about
meet at tbe same place on Wednesday
that makes 430 pounds of fat a year
nected with the school, made a company
one half
meter under the surface of
uses the same amount of feed to mainevening. A good number responded to of 112. A pleasing musical program was
so that they are completely
tbe
ground,
the call, and a temporary organization
tain her body, but It Is only about 33
given. As is always tbe case when Mr.
invisible to the enemy.
was formed, with Miss M. A. Greely, chairand Mrs. Richardson entertain, the gne^ts
per cent of her total feed consumption.
off
rises
It
set
tbe
"When
Is
grenade
left expressing heartfelt appreciation of
man of the the general committee. Miss
The remaining 03 per rent Is used diats 'it three-fourths of a meter above
which divests such
J. A. Thompson, committee on liters tore, | the genuine hospitality
rectly for milk making; hence a much
an occasion of the stiffness’ end formality
t>.e ground, then explodes and throws
Mrs. Lyndon
larger preportion of her total ration la
McGown, committee on often associated with it.
tbe bullets in all directions parallel
available for milk production, and the
meetings, and Miss E. A. Belcher, com- j June 4.
R.
with tbe ground. At a distance of ten
t_
feed cost of a pound of fat or of milk
mittee on publicity.
will
tbe
bullets
meters
go
through
BOUND.
la lower.
From Ellsworth Mrs. McMahon went
wood at least a hundred millimeters
to Washington county bnt will return
Herman Salisbury has moved his family
thick and retain deadly effectiveness
Fewer Cows, Mora Profit.
later for campaign work in Hancock to Town Hill.
for a distance of fifty meters. A deA year ago a certain Waupaca councounty.
for
Dr.
Floyd Norwood is working
tachment of a hundred men can lay a
ty (Wis.) dairyman was dissatisfied.
C. C. Morrison at Bar Harbor.
line of these mines over a front o(
WALTHAM.
He was milking eleven cows and getmeters In less than two hours.
is
boardCenter
4,000
Mrs.
MsytTof
Gladys
Mrs. Marcos Stront of Bradford, who has
ting a monthly ijim check of $33. He
a test three mine grenades wen
“In
Mrs .(Charles Tracy.
with
her
aunt,
ing
been visiting her parents, has returned
Joined the WuJhaea and Butternut
H.
laid In the corners of a triangle wboM
Jane 4.
home.
Ridge Cow Testing association. By
legs were thirty meters long among a
weeding out the robber cows and reThe school entertainment given at Fox’s
of 145 wooden doable silhouettes
group
How’s This?
placing them witb good producers, by
hail May 26, was wall patronized, the
that were scattered over a apace of
giving the herd better feed and care,
pupils taking their parts wall, reflecting
We oB.r On. Hundred Dollars’ JUirnrd
2,700 square meters. The grenades be Increased his
monthly cream check
credit on their teacher. Miss Vara L. tor
were aet off electrically one after Um
any one ol Catarrh tbet cannot b.
from ten esna to $110 a month. He
Haaiam.
other.
Tbe result was that 120 aQcared by HnU’e CeUrrb Cure.
has one cow less to milk and a craw
L.
honettes were bit 700 times.”
June 4.
F J. CHENEY * OO.. Toledo, O.
check three times aa large.—Orange
We, tbe undersigned, here boon F. J.
Judd Farmer.
Cheney for the inet fifteen years, nnd believe
Serious.
BLUE HILL FALLS.
him perfectly honorable In nil baainena trans“He takes life very seriously."
oat any
able
to
action.
nnd
naanclally
carry
arrived
home
Edith
Mrs.
Caadage
•top Waste of Food.
He can’t onderstant
obligation. made by Vie firm.
“Tea. Indeed.
NATIONAL BANK OF CO MM BECK,
Saturday.
Quite often a flock of hungry chickbow the world ever got along baton
O.
Toledo,
ens will upset a vessel of scraps aa
Misa Harbangh baa opened her oottage
he was born.”—Detroit Free Press.
Hell'. Catarrh Oar. la takan Internally,
soon as It la set out for them. By patlor the enmiBer.
acting directly upon tbe blood end mneoaa
Taottmonial. seat
of the eyatem.
ting the scraps in a larger and more
Mre. Foot and Miss Elliot ol Bangor ■arfaeeo
Wrong cannot afford defeat, bat rlgh shallow vcaael
Sold by all
(ran. Prior. Tt coats par bottle.
they will never upset
ware ttanday gneat* of Mre. Mand denary. Druggists.
can.—Tagore
It and there will be no feed wasted.
Take Hall'. Family Pills lor ooa.tlpotion.
Cncttna.
jaM i.

FEEDING BROOD MARES
DUE TO FOAL IN SPRING

_

I

|

ttBbrrttacauatt.

OBITUARY.

FROZEN COMBS.

[F-om the office of tbs county agent, O. N.

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

ELLSWORTH,

DEMONSTRATIONS.

ORACR ROYAL.

Physician.’ Neea Increased.
th«
enormously incr..^,
prices of both medical and aurgieai
and
also increased cost of
plies
transom

Death always bring* sadness; when
youth is its victim, that sadness is intensified. The friend* of Miss Grace Kov*I

Becanaa of

in her home city had barely become acwith the fact of her illness,
when tbe news came of her sudden and

ation,

quainted

unexpected

She was born in Ellsworth January 29,
INM. the eldest child of Charles sod Gertrude Gerry Ro>al. She attended the
schools here until the latter part of her
high school course, when she turned
aside from the regular curriculum and
made a specially of stenography and type-

in which businesa she

he had remained at home.

date:

necessary

"

t.b|,t tBec

BAD

Administration of amrst belies.
orrtiMty'

Consultations,

extra

5.W
, ())

OCT-Or-TOWSt CAI.LA.

Day, per mile,

was

one

wsy,

charge for medicine
Way raft*.
Night, 6 p. m. to 7 a. m., extra,

^

Extra

On that date

Ellsworth to join her father in

she left

it

fee

IJt-TOWH CALUL

engaged when her final illneas overtook
her.
Until her twenty-third birthday,
•

found

following

l*r<
Night, » p. m. to 7 a. m.
Office fee, minimum.

writing, at which she became proficient.
After a year spent in this work she learned

dressmaking,

the

from this

decease.

have

we

adopt

1W

OONTUtKMKXTn.

Boston.

Ordinary, within tour milts,
Beyond four mile*, extra per mile,
Extra tiro# delayed, per hour,

Only words of kindness; only friendly
be spoken of this young
things, can
woman.
Her life since childhood had
been characterized by patient industry,
and devotion to her daily (ask. Of quiet

All Instrumental cases,

extra,

fl5o)
M
I

Jp

200

No confinement call will be answered
by

any physician unless a previous enga#*.
ment bae been made with him, or
an|N,

and

won
unaeaumiog demeanor, she
friends by the simplicity and faithfulness
of her life from day to day. At home she
bad been an obedient and devoted daughter, a kind and unselfish sister. Under
the quiet exterior dwelt a most friendly

transferred by another
him, and a retainer must he

the call ha* been

physician

to

paid at the time of the engagement, ion,,
auch
transfer. This
provision is
made for the protection of both
physician
spirit, that bound her firmly to her com- and
patient alike, and to insure the
rades here. Because of these things, her
that some one physician will
patient
passing hss touched with sad news a large,
and willing to attend the esse.
circle of young and old, who bad corns liberty
A. C. MaoP.RTHY. M. D.
into vital touch with her during her brief
11. I- D. Woopttcrp, M. [).
life.
N. C. Ktxo, M. I).
Attacked by appendicitis only a few
Kewis Hotxiitss, M l>.
days ago, ahe was taken at once to the
C. C. Ksowltox, m. D.
Massachusetts Homeopathic
hospital,
A. II. Bauchier. M. 1).
where an operation was performed immediately. From this she rallied, and
seemed

the way

on

to recovery,

illusory, and
passed quietly out of life.

early promise
29 she

was

but

sure

■SptC’.dl >0lltf».

the

May

on

survived bj her parents, two
brothers, and a large family conFuneral services were held at
money by buying df**» mxtrr *1 xod
the home on Royal street Haturday last,
costing* dirret from factory.
Write lor
conducted by Rev. li. U. Mathews of the j
••mpir* nnd »utr (t»rmnii pUnnrd p.
Congregational church. The Rebekshs, Vavaamd, Box » Ctn4«u. Utlnr
of which Miss Royal was a member, at- j
tended in a body. The warm sympathy
She

is

WOOLENS

younger
nection.

SAVK

of tbs

community goes out to tbe
ing family.

j

Sift t1 Xouua.

sorrow-

lUnnw-k County Agricultural w>i|*ir.
mwtlni of the vtochholder*

of the Hancock Couuty Agricultural
AHPKCIIL
Capt. Kd. A. Richardson Head.
socle* v will be held at the store of irstik V.
Pkeb Isle, June 4 (special)
Capt. ; Merrill in Bluchill on Monday, June IS. 1917,
—

Richardson died at hU hoax*
here May 30, after a
illness.
long
Capt. Richardson waa one of the few remaining old-time captains of Deer Lsle,
Ed.

and
He

to bear the report of the
at 7 o'clock p
m
auditor and act thereon, and to transact *nr
other bu*tu*»a that may property maie before

A.

was

widely

wss a mao

•aid tuvetiog.

shipping circles.
of commanding personality,
known in

gentlemanly in all bis relations, and a fine
intellect made bim one of the foremost
men ever raised in this town.
He started as seaman on home Teasels
only a boy, hut before be bad
scarcely reached bis majority, be was in
command of a
bark, and for forty-Are
years, be bad tailed large ships to prtneipal ports of tbe world, bis last trip being
to Liverpool Eng., since tbe war broke
when

CARD or

j
1

j
!

j

out.

I

Capt. Richardson wss entirely a selfeducated man.
Starting in life with
scarcely tbe rudiments of a common
school education, he loat no opportunity
to improve his knowledge.
Books were
bis constant companions on his long voyages, and a well-selected library was always s feature of bis finely-appointed

j

cabins when he bad risen to the

j

j

ways thought
original lines, saw
through tbe surface and into the heart of
and
with
a
broadness of vision
things,
born, perhaps, of bis familiarity with tbe i
<

wide reaches of the

ocean.

He leaves

a widow and
wbo cared for him in

ter,

adopted daughbis last

illness,

Cornea.

OF

conformity with order of the ?»th l «
of Inland
t ominlastoners
the
lature.
Fisheries and Game hereby promulgate th*
following Kuira and Regulation* relating to
flshtng in Uancock county
These regulation* shall Lake effect Ju.y <.
a. d1917. and ahali remain in force for s
period of four year#, unit** modified or repealed by aaid commissioners.
ICE FIBBING LAW#.
It ahali be lawful to fl«h through the ice for
pickerel at any time, and for protected g»»*
fish during the months of February,
snd April of each year, in accordsrc « th
the general law of the 8tale, in the folicwucg
named and specified lake*, ponda and river*,
but in no other waters, in Usucock county,

IN

com-

on

j

CARD OK THANK'*.
RITE wish publicly to eipreaa our sincere
W appreciation of many sc a of sympathy and hinder** by friend* and neighbor*
and member# of Nokonii# Keb-kab l;>dfs in
tbe death of our beloved daughter.
Ma amp Maw. (.'aablbw Royal amd raw:lt.

MAINE.
Public Notice.

captain’s

interesting

the neighbors and friend* who ao kindly
us in our recent bereavement, to
rendered musical •election*,
autlfttl
and to those who went th- MS]
floral offering*, we wiah to nteud oat heartfelt thank*
Mas.- Ella M. smith.
Ma. AMD Maw. < MA*'LK« V VMITB.
Mb. abd Mb*. David B Sw:th.
Mb. amp Mbs. K W Gairri*.
Mb. amp Maw P H. Day.
West Prankllo. May 24. 1917.
the

STATE

How well be improved bis time in this
ffcooess of self-education by reading and
observation is known to all readers of Tiie
American wbo recall bis

j.

TIIANK**

•sainted
TOchoir
that

ixgal

berth.

munications to this paper from time to
time over a period of many years,
lie al-

N. L. Gbikdbll. Hecretary.

!

I

namely

Ail the lakes, ponda ani river* in Hancock county, escept Turtle and Sartsguagui
lakes. Noyes pond in Btuebil), Craif * *cd
Heart’* poede-fn Orlaod, and Blunt’* pond to
Lamoine-

a daughter by a former
marriage,
Mrs. E. D. Y. Haskell and a half-brother,
Tilden Haskell.
WATERS CLOSED TO ALL F1SHISO
The funeral was held at tbe church
• BOOKS AMO STBBAMM.
Saturday, Rev. O. J. Uuptili officiating.
The following waters lu Hancock cooaty
It was attended by Marine lodge, P. and are closed to all Ashing, namely;
A. M., of which be waa an old and ! Tbe tributaries to bubble pond, or Turtle
<***.
honored member, and of Harbor View lake, on Mount Desert Island, to Kag
on Mt. Desert Island: to Hothole pond in urchapter, O. E. 8.
Onand.
la
brook
land; Upper Patten Pond
brook and Turtle pond brook,
Mct’aalin
tributaries to Whitt's pond, in Penobscot.
EAST SURRY.

also

LAMBS AMD POMD*.

Curtis Clark Is
ter

Cora

very feeble.

His daugh-

is with bim.

(None,
SPECIAL

Mrs. Julia A. Chatto's condition seems
quite encouraging. Her son Byron from
Pittsburgb, Pa., and her foater daughter
Margie, from Yarmouth, are with her.
June 4.
SCB.

Jot £u.
horse, weight 1100
good for
farm work. Inquire of Hasav E
CHEAP,
Partridge Cove, Lamoiae; postoSce ador over,

Bait

ttrrr.

dress, K. P. D. 2, Ellsworth.

with stable and garden. A real
bargain for a qnica buyer.
Inquire of
Mas. B. P. Phillips, Ellsworth, Me.

HOUSE,

REGULATIONS.

It Is unlawful to lake smelts st any time in
Haccor brook in Orland, or to take any trout,
land-locked salmon or white perch. *<
or
time, within one hundred feet of the dam
aluice-gatea at the outlet of Nicalou* lake,
in T. t, N. D.
PENALTY.
Whoever vlolatee any provision of tb*®*
Roles and Regulations ahsll pay a flue of no*
less tbafi ten nor more than thirty dcliais*
and costa of proaecnlion, for each offens*,
and in addition thereto one dollar for <;**■“
fish taken, caught, killed or had in po*Mr**ion
In violation of any proviaion of these regulatlons.
Harry B. Austin, ChairmanLbom G. C. Bbowm.
Fobbbst H. Colby,
Cow miss loners of Inland
Fisheries and Game.
Augusta, Me., June 1. a. d., 1917.
NOTICE or

The

Parody Houso

B*»l Avenue,

ElUworth.

FOR SALE AT

BARGAIN

Inquire of E. J. Waleh.

Tftlp CEUntrt.
TpXOBPTIONAL
JOj men to work

opportunities for young
good Jobs pulp and

Into

P*P*r manufacturing.

Jobs

now

open anor »pCumberland

**“ '■
.1"* ?alJ?w<S^
I***' Writ,
w‘““* * Co.,

EEian tel).
nOA&DBB8-At Birck Point <HU«n. Bny
A qnUt pine# near the nil water
A? Information,
Poe
mddrenn Mat Eluabbth
Monnin, Kile worth, Mo.

TI°AKDllBS—Anxone
hoard

to,

d.rirln, room or
hy‘he rreek; for particular, up.
C**°L™
B He worth-

POKKCLURJKE.
R. Crosby of Aurora

George
Hancock county. Maioe, ny bis m°r»:
WHEREAS
deed dated the twenty-fourth day

gage
June, 1911, and recorded in the f*f*,,ry.J
deeds for Hanoock county, boos 801,
fcu»*
conveyed to the Union Trnst Company of
worth, certain real Mtate situated in Hancoc*
real
same
county, Maine, being all and the
*aia
•stale as is described as mortgaged in
instrument and also being the same real «
actale and all interests therein which were
quired by Jeremiah T. Giles by a d®«d
tbe Burrlll National Bank to aaid GUM,
‘n
May 4. 1999. and recorded in said registry
book 499. page MS: excepting certain prem»»e®
all as set forth la said mortgage; and w&erea#
the condition of said mortgage has been
broken, now, therefore, by reason of tn
breach of the condition thereof, the said Union
Trust Company of Ellsworth, mortgagee *#
aforesaid, claims a foreclosure of said m©n
gag® and gives this notice for that purpose.
Union Tacsr Company op EllsworthBy Henry H. Higgins, Treasurer.
Ellsworth, Me., Jane 9,1917.
STATE
Hancock

as,:

.OF MAINE.
_

The subscriber hereby give*
-131 notice that she has been duly appointee
conservator of th# estate of
CHARLES M. HABRIMAN, of PENOBSCOT,
in the county of Hanoock and given bond a®
the law directa.
J,m *, mt.
Jmn L. OmiRDU*.

'XTOTIOE.

j

-Bl-V A MBKBTT BOM).

CITY MKKTIXG.

*

.T'.no

«“•“«

Kolia of

“don*
you «».« not .Irwdy
do to mt once,
t„r in (hi. direction,
will clow June tS.

Jt.,*

,ub*cnptlon»

held

liberty loen committee

TB,

i

t.

If

nt.-

*“L

j

j

lor ,b*

*»

««cr.p<io*»

"

rTi' Mill, Now lln.lnr.. Crton
City (iOftrninrut.
Th«- Kgnter iw.lir., of in. c.iy
gunrn-

"om

accounts

passed

H. O.

fol-

aa

Roll of

accounts
rruKBT

Jfo. 4.

coKuiMionsa's

TMimrnt

of the
trom every tex during the life-time
bolder, end reedily convertible into mb.
rent,
end et the eeme time paying S>4 per

I

Baptist

j
|
^I

a a

at

absence of several months.

church.

ber home

turned to

in Bangor two weeks,
Albert Hill’s this week.

day
He

re-

Friday.

ork, particularly of needed repairs on
Fails road, which will be made as
soon as the weather is suitable, the meet-

ing adjourned.

an

excellent

Smith of
memorial

at

eminent

this investment.

on

f 14.

was
very much Imtbe remarks made by Congreeeo4in J«-hn A. Peters, who consented to
Everybody left
address tbe committee.

Tbe committee

tb*

meeting full of entbueiaam and with

j

tbe idea that tbe territory served by tbe
banks of Ellsworth would do its full share
in

liberty loan a huge succeas.
Capt Foes and K. B. Holmes will make a
ms king

the

and dance

the class

reception

the evening.
program for the afternoon

The

in

is

as

follows:

j

:

March

Prayer.Res B H Johnson
of tbe section, co-ope ratMusic
personal
icg «ith the committee in each locality: Opeoiof sddres*.Grace Marion Lord
to sssist in every way in getting these Demonstration of school work—mathematics,
Katharine Elizabeth Brady
subscription*.
Selected reading-The Crimson abroad of

j

canvass

Gaiidmar..Dorothy Sylvia Coughlin
"Star Spangled Banner-*
of
school
Salutatory —Demonstration
work—Typewriting,
Mary Josephine Hopkins
Presentation of giftsMargaret Smith Ford
Psol Dutton Tspley

BASSBALL

Sullivan
Ellsworth
High Defeats
High In Exciting Game.
Ellsworth high proved too much for
afternoon
at
Sullivan last Saturday
Music
Wyman park. The game was called at j
Valedictory—Original
2.Lx

the Sullivan

As

team

bad

to

essay

j
Caroline Frances Royal
j Address to graduates Hon Lacillus Emery
they agreed to play at least ( Presentation of diplomas.
leren innings, and more it tbe time perBupt William H Patten
j
March
Bitted.
At first tbe game looked like an easy!
KL.LAWORTH KALLg.
one for •mill van, as they piled up five ruua
in the first fire innings, while Ellsworth [
! Wealtf Koger# was home last week
did not get any.
But the Ellsworth boys
i from Kittery.
were not to be trimmed so easily, sod a
Frank E. Fernald has bought a new
rally in their halt of the fifth inning
catch the train

out

tbe

latter

part of

the afternoon,

1

runs, giving them a lead of one,
which the visitors could not overcome.
netted

six

The Udie*'

e.

h. a.
r.

po.

■.

e.

I

2

2

8

0

0

4

1

2

7

0

2

3

1

2

3

1

0

bh.

3

11110

Phillips

3

0

l

2

2

2

Ttpiey.

2

0

0

0

0

0

Bsrroa

3

0

0

1

1

Aim .u.
Csrlisle.

3

1

2

1

1

Taisia.

1

1

0

0

2

0

7

10

21

8

5

Qex a».

Dav,».
Eatabnok#
Pmu*.
Ha»kell.
Hanna.
....

bh.

3

0

1

po.
4

|

o

0

3

4

11110

r.

a.

0

7

3

1

1

0

0

3

10

10

0

0

with

Young of Hancock

was

at

Staples’

camp at Green Lake from
until Monday, carrying home

•

! Adford

from

McDevitt,

Manfred

McDevitt from his

the drive* up river,
for registration.

were

Boaton.a

work with the

railroad construction crew,
and Harry Davit, who are

Leo B. Betts
employed

at home

0

10

Flood and wife.

2 1 0-8
0 0 0 0 8 1 x-7
0 0

1 2

on

Tuesday

5.

3, Sullivan

1.50.

HEAL HAKBOK.
The telephone ofllc* opened June 1.
Mti. Annie 8purlioz of Cranberry Isles
i* visiting at M. J. Jordan's.
Mrs. Hollis Bows end children of Bar
visiting here.

Earl Coston left last week for Wash-

burn, where he has employment.
Sympathy is extended to Uregory Eddy

and

wife in the death of their infant
Mr. Simpson was in town last week
for the sewer which
the Dunbar road.

is to be

Jane 5.

sots.
eur-

put
p

Ziem and Hie Modele.
When In Venice Ziem, the artist, finding that the native women disliked
posing for artists, hired a shop and
stocked It with trinkets and cheap jewelry. WTille his agent bargained with
the customers Ziem. hidden away in
the back of his shop, made sketches,
not earing what his stock was sold for
providing only the haggling over it occupied plenty of time.

new

ice-cream

Stephen Laskey and son William of Boston are spending a week here.
M.8. Greene has had a telephone in*
stalled in his house.

high school ball team played Sedgwick high Saturday, winning by the score
The

of 36 to 4.

Capt. Elmer O. Black was at home a few
days while his schooner,|the Mark Pendle-

dust

shows.
....

opened

his

confectionery store.
M. D. Chatto and Harry left by automobile for Portland Saturday.

Continue
more

Gray

has

and

Basting Furniture.
To beat furniture put damp onlinty
cloths over the upholstered parts and
bent until they are black with dust,
then turn to the other side.
with fresh cloths until no

ton,

—

was

discharging coal at Bangor.
C.

June 4.

Hi. NMdi.
“If yon please, mamma." asked Clar
ten. “will yon kindly lend
ence.

SUArttuxmmtt.

'aged

AND PEPTIRON PILLS
Condition* that are both scrofulous
yw anemie are very common. Many
“broken

cheek* are pal*, and nerves ar*
***k. suffer from these.
There is an effective, economical
u> the combinationof Hood’s
and Peptiron Pill*, on*
Won eating, the other after.
these medicine* taken in this
«»hrtanee* for the blood

brm«ht together.

“1 left a pen
and ink for you to do your lessons with
Why don't yoo
on the nursery table.
use those Instead of a pencil 7'
“Well, you see." Clarence explained.
"I want a pencU to write and aak tbs
editor how to remove Ink stains from
a

*

•

j

j

enormous

rate

j

Weekly.

.,

___\

June 11, ’17

regular

film entitled

a

program

Hunting Wildcats in Hancock and Washington
Counties with Gun, Dogs and Camera
A reel of

moving pictures taken by C. E. Lindall

of Bar Harbor.

Two of the wildcats

;.t

were

captured alive.
A live wildcat in

of
and

cage will be

a

front of the theatre

time for
year. It is
wake up to the call of

exhibition in

on

during

the

day.

a

when

he

America
fault of

Admission only 5c higher than usual prices

says. This is
to correct her

wastefulness and

•

•

Butter

•

trying

days

passing will
not be lived in vain.
Under the neof
under
tbe
war,
cessity
pressure of
its sacrifices life will grow simpler and
saner.
become
far
too
Our life
has
indulgent, luxurious, complex. It has
lost its early
purity and simplicity.
Men Bnd
women
been
buried
have
the
until
under
of things
weight
their souls
have
lost
something of
their strength and power. But America
will find her soul again. She has now tbe
sunliroe opportunity of saving tbe world,
and in doing this she will save her own
soul."

It Carries a Moral.
I know of an elderly man who twenty years ago stopped smoking. Before
that be consumed about a dollar's
worth of cigars every day.
Boasting to a friend how be bad
saved money by not smoking, the
friend made a quick calculation.
“Yea,” said the latter, “you muatnow
be at least $10,000 better off."
The ex-smoker reflected a moment
and then sadly observed:
"Well, no, i haven't a cent of ltWhile I Imagined I was saving In my
smoke bill 1 must have spent that
much more somewhere else."
Moral.—Closing the spigot tight won't
keep the barrel full If you open wide
the bung.—Girard In Philadelphia Led_

Cares,
Dome.'
take an Interest la
“A man shothis home."
"Tee." replied Mr. Meek toe. “but b«
shouldn't devote tco much of his life
bird and
to being keeper of the canary
custodian of the rubber tree.”—Wash-

ington Star.

for

rate

million,

ger.

mamma,

carpet- "—Pearson

to

the

the

Philadelphia Inquirer.

SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
R. C.

me a

"OOPS SARSAPARILLA

an

ahop owned by Edward
Barton, Vt., and expects to
here to work next Saturday.

F. Flood of

i>enctl?”
“But,” said

SUmwufEUBit

Mr. Patterson while here

rented the barber
come

at

In addition to the

two

_

several nice salmon.

2

1

Two-base bits, Moore, Uoogina. Hits oB
Haskell 10, oB Carlisle 8. Struck out, by
Haskell 7, by Carliele 5. Bases on balls,
on Haskell
1, oB Carlisle 4. Empires. AnJarson. Ellsworth, and Jobnaon, Sullivan.

ar*

visit

Miss

Doable plays, Johnston (unassisted);
Barron to Phillips; Austin to Pbiliipe.

J th* be,t
m nerve*

fora

8

0

Jo

Paris

are

0

1

°at>

Mary Fernald

0

Gerrub.

who** faec*

and

18

12

*® on

Bouth

0

0

been

of

6

4

Ellsworth

Young

Everard

Helen M. Flood, Leon G. Flox!
1
Bangor were
0 and Joseph Patterson of
0 here for Memorial day, guests of Ass C.

4

Harbor have

j

1

0

....

Time,

H.

Kufus
(Hear

0

1

B- Stratton

bases,

Howard and

home from South

0:

2

BUi«Srll.

Stolon

H.

Frank E. Fernald and wife.

2

3

Ellsworth.

meet
A.

Burry visited their sister, Mrs. Gardiner
Miiliken, Saturday.
Misaes Mildred

a.

4

8
Totals.
30
Sullivan.

;

Saturday

8. H. 8.
b.

will
Mrs.

Dalton Franklin, who is employed at
1 l exter, spent a part of last week with
j
0 his parents, Loren Franklin and wife.

28

•

circle
with

Carlisle.

it),

Clement.
Moor*.
John,ton.
Ooo*in«.

aewing

afternoon

I

months,

J

automobile.

Thursday

Summary:

President
time

twelve

CONFIDENCE WILL WIN.
Lookout chapter, O. E. 8., held its
regular meeting Friday evening. May 23.
$n the Other Hand, Men Who Think
The entertainment took the form of a
They Will Fail Usually Do.
memorial meeting. The first part of the
The man or boy * ho begins an unprogram, a flower hunt, was much en- j
shall
joyed. There were patriotic readings by ; dertaking by saying. "1 know I
while the one
Mr*. T. C. Stanley, Mis# Edith
Kane, fail," generally does fail,
who says, “I know I shall succeed."
Musa
Dollard and Mrs. E.
H.
: Miss
Bridge*. Stephen Cousins read Lincoln’s generally does succeed. A very suci Gettysburg speech. Mr*. Bartlett read a cessful business man once said, "I always bad perfect confl.l^ice in myself
letter written by ber husband, the lato
that I should
j Capt. Hiram Bartlett, over fifty years ago, and always made 6ure
succeed before i began anything,"
while he was stationed at Port Hud-on
Mra. A. J. Babson,
which was not saying that be paid no
; during the Civil war.
the oldest member of Lookout chapter, attention
to the possibility of failure.
is
who
over
wrote
and
I
eighty years old,
This was considered and disiosed of
Contests followed, and
1 read a poem.
before the venture was made.
refreshments were served.
1 remember that a woman once came
June 24.
Use Femme.
into a business office in which I was
S ARGENT VILLE.
employed. She had with her a tall,
MissSosie E. Grindal
of Portland is strong looking boy of about fourteen,
who had come to apply for the position
visiting here.
Herman W. Chatto is
visiting his of office boy.
! brother
The manager of the office, a keen,
Leroy at Rockland.
live business man. explained the duMrs. Brie M. Kimball and son Ell wood
ties of the situation to the boy and
! of Bangor are at tbeir cottage.
asked:
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Hinckley of Milton,
"Do you think you could do the
Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. D. work?”
Groves Eaton.
"I—I don't know," was the hesitating
John R. Lee of Buffalo, N. Y., is intown. reply.
"I'm afraid
that maybe I
Mrs. Minnie Blaisdell is visiting in couldn't"
You might try, James," said his
BluehUl.
mother, who seemed anxious that he
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Gray and Mrs.
the place.
Harry F. Lee and son are at their cottage should secure
"Yes.” be replied iu a hesitating
| for the summer.
tone. “I s'pose I might, but I'm afraid
I>el Hooper and Wynes Haskell are
I can't do all those things."
employed on the steamer Pemaquid and
"Then it Is not of the least use for
Albert F. Billings on the Booth bay.
you to try,” replied the business manGrindal
of
Albert H.
Bristol, Conn., ager, a little sharply.
and Harvard L. Grindal of Lynn, Mass.,
And the boy went away with his
to
have returned
tbeir.homes.
mother chiding him for his lack of self
Mrs. Wylie Heath and son Donald of confidence.
Norfolk, Vs., and Mrs. Walter M. Nevells
Ten minutes later another boy of
are
of Bangor
visiting tbeir mother, about fourteen came in by himself,
Mrs. Pbebe Hinckley.
walked up to the counter, took off his
Jane 4.
SlM.
cap and asked to see the manager. He,
too, was an applicant for the place.
EAST LAMOINE.
The business manager carefully exHarry Coolidge and wife of Brewer are plained the duties of the situation, and
the hoy listened very attentively, while
here.
to weigh the matter well la
Chester Klouse of Lynn,
Mass., was seeming
his mind.
here on business last week.
When asked if he thought ho could
George Davis, who is employed at Bar
do the work he promptly replied:
Harbor, was home a few days last week,
“Oh, yes: I know I can.”
Arthur Ashmore has purchased one of
"And you don't feel afraid that you
the houses on the Peters place and moved
won t succeed?”
bis family there. His son Joseph hss
“Not a bit afraid. I can do It”
purchased the Morrison place.
"I think you can, too," replied the
Irvtug Young and wife, who have been manager, approvingly. “I think you'll
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dyer succeed."
And he did. He is in the same office
Yoang, hive gone to Harrison to taae
Frank
March
still, but is no longer an office boy. He
charge of a large farm.
and wife have gone to work for the owner
Is the head bookkeeper, with a large
of the farm.
salary and a fair prospect of becoming
Jane 4.
N.
a partner In the house some day.—

work for the usual clam eesayi. Pullen's
orchestra of Bangor will furnish music
for the afternoon and

nation

the

EXTRA!

nonday,

Cultivate Enthusiasm.
Enthusiasm Is the dynamics of your
personality. Without it, whatever abilities you trusses* lie dormant. You
may have knowledge, sound judgment,
good reasoning faculties, but no one
will know it until you discover how to
put your heart into thought and action.
wonderful thing is this quality
A
which we call enthusiasm. If you
would like to be a power among men
cultivate enthusiasm. People will like
you better for it; you will escape the
dull routine of a mechanical existence,
and you will make headway wherever
you are— J. Ogden Armour In Leslie's.

Printed at

Paper

The American Office
quality Red Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parchment paper, printed with especially- made butter paper ink to comply
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the market; Done better.

Best

Price, including

music.

An innovation this year will be the
substitution of demonstrations of school

prt«»ed hy

tbe

at

EXTRA!

and

a

year,
amouot of

“These
anxious
and
through which we are

1

j

billions

unpardonable
extravagance.1

—.

When it is considered that the governn»nt la st the pr^ent lime considering
of all
Ui»ng si! incoma* and securities

two

tbe

the

decorated with red, white and blue. The
Graduation Kxerclsea of Kllsworth Boy Scouts escorted the speaker and the
minister of the church, the two veterans
High He hool Thursday, June 14.
Next week will be commencement week and the sons of veterans to the church,
out
Music was rendered by the school chilfor the Kllsworth high school.
kinds, ibis bond immediately aunda
an investment to bade-,
The graduation exercises will take place dren. A solo by John Stsples wss especpf rriatnUr as
Miad, a* no tax will ba levied by tbe gov- ■J at Hancock hall Thursday afternoon, June ially fine. H. M Pease had charge of the

interest.

dollars

two hundred

drinking liqnor
of

Bangor delivered
address

billion

one

Baptist church WVonesday evening, to a
large audience. The church wss prettily

COM MK9 CRM KNT.

of

taken to Bangor Sun- eating candy to
the
hospital for treatment. hundred millions in
accompanied by Mrs. Blake and ind burning tobacco

help.
Rev. Ashley

I

BIJOU THEATRE

won

was

and

the

millions

one

mother, Mrs. Ella Batcbeler.
Brooklin Red Cross auxiliary-at-large
has been organized.
The first meeting
was held in the
chapel Saturday with a
membership of twenty. The membership
fee is fl.00 per year. Mrs. Weston Gott is
pr sident; Mrs. T. C. Stanley, secretary;
Mra. M. A. Flye. treasurer.
Everyone
interested is earnestly urged to attend

*

will be

to enter the
was

her

licensed.

war

country that we have been exWe did not
pending them recklessly.
suppose that we would ever come to
want.
We have cat off our forests
four times as fast as they have been
We have wasted at least
growing.
twynty-fiva per cent of tbe coal in
the mining.
We have also expended
We have been
lavishly on ourselves.
chewing gum at tbe rate of twenty-

Elmer Davis and wife of Augusta, who
called here by the death of Mrs.
Davie’ brother, Elmer Tainter, returned
Charles Blake

I

this

were

home

_

by bread* not
by bullets.” Mr. Lord said in part:
“The war has brought us face to
face with the fact that we are an extravagant and a wasteful people. We
have had such abundant resources in
that “the

Mr. and Mra. D. Blake are deeply appreciative of kindness and aid giveu them
during the illneaa of Mr. Blake.
Miss Josephine Roberta, who baa been

informal discussion of highway

After

Boaton

Rev. Fred Leathers delivered the baccalaureate sermon Sunday evening, at the

Highways.....
*817*:
Side walk*.
**•«•»"
g&OS
PVrui
sidewalk*.
of
W.
Tow
71»
were O.
-unmittre pcewnt
Sewer*.
*3 n
W.
O,
E. F. Brn.ll,
H.ncccfc, cb.inwui;
Brldgee.
11 w
Whitney, C. B. Bur- State-aid
O
runici. J.
road.
m 00
L. Mcirung *nd R. B. Holme* State road.
nll
1JB07
of Sorry.
-1.31S 61
£11,worth, D.ni.1 McK.y
Merrill of Bluehill, Henry
T BACH SB*' SaLABV BOLL.
Front P
B.
I)r.
Common schools.
~»rgeot of Sergeolville,
IBIS to
w
Pred Hodgkin, High school.
323 30
-,'oyte of Stomngton,
1,137 30
W. E. Bregdon of Prmnklln, |
of i.moiue,
WelthAm, W. B.
Grand total.
tieetinge of
*4.756 M
W B
B. Bornhem of
Petition for an electric light on the pubBleinJrll of Sullieen. P.
of Cbertyfleld, lic wharf
wa* received,and it wm voted to
Hilbrirtge. F. C. Seek
Dr. P. A. establish the same.
It was also voted to
£ v. Coffin of Herrington,
end J. P. Leighton eetablish a
cnendler of Addieon,
light at Grant’s corner, if the
bridge.
light company will extend the wires to
of Mil
been eugthat point without expense to the city.
lb, pieD» which bed elreedy
.,re worked out in deuil, end tb*
City Clerk Hale reported fifty-two dog
cenrewed w rwrefuily ee it licensee so far issued.
^onon « ill be
Dog Constable
;
kind of h eubecnp- 1 Poor is
for
been
euy
!>•»
,,,r
active, and some dogs of the city
from
It
entirtpeted
lb*
peet.
lion in
j will this year pay the penalty unless tbelr

j owners have them

a

glad to welcome back the picture

are

abow after

*2JB1 77

bolls

.rternoon.

T»BjvUy

Bangor.
Staple* of

spent the weekend with bis nephew, John F.
Staples.
All

uo

et tbe meeting, tbet e
tb, interest ebown
bond, will be «a beer i bed
tart* * mount of
in tore, led
for. lb, public erideutly being
of en inin tbe loen from tbe etendpoint
which ie .beolotely wfe, free

I

were

lows:

visit in

itrtjrrtisrmmt*.

Bread Not Balleta.
Tbe Meriden (Conn.) Journal prints a
war sermon delivered recently by
Rev.
Albert J. Lord, formerly of Ellsworth,
pastor of tbe First Congregational church
of Meriden.
The central thought of tbe sermon was
the statement of Foreign Minister Balfour

NEWS

BROOKUN.
Mr*. Elmer Leach haa returned from

ment was held Monday
evening. Mayor
Vgloning to !
iLccock county
Aldermen present,
now
report. Hagertby presiding.
tb* committee
WeacoU* Brown, Moore (4), dmaii.
*■

in

;

«

H.nrock

Twc«»P*i«»

COUNTY

—

W*H
o—'JT Town..
«■

paper and

500 sheets

pound size, $2.00; half-pound size, $1.75

“

1000

special printing:

“

“

“

“

3.00;

2.75

printed

Plain

pound.

pounds

butter paper, blank for name, pound size, 35 cents a
Orders for four pounds or more aent postpaid; under four
add 8e a pound for postage.

WANTED
Laborers wanted for shipyard construction.
Good pay, short hours.
Apply to Civil Engineer-

ing Department.
THE TEXAS STEAMSHIP CO.,

Bath,

/Taine

WEST KLLSWUKTH.
Lester

Carter has returned from

Commtesion flJrrrtjant*.
North

Or land.

Mrs. J. W. Carter spent the week-end
I in Bar Harbor.
Ora Carter has moved from Bucksport
j to a part of James Orindie’s bouse.
;

Miss Annie Carter, who is employed in
Augusta, spent a few days last week with

,

her father.

JONES—At

iiarry H
Lucile.j

BOSTON

w-

C°W1ISSI0N MtRCHAN’
1864
1917
WANT YOUR
FARM PRODUCT8

BORN.

;

V?

Bucksport. June 2. to Mr and Mrs
Jones, a daughter.
^Virginia

! LEACH—At Penobscot. May 30,
Mra Grover Leach, a daughter.

to

Mr and

MARK IKI).

i

BOLEN—CO NARY —At Bucksport. May 24, by
Rev
Henry Webb. Miss Charlotte Rolen to
William Co nary, both of Verona,
i JORDAN—M ACE—At plantation No 11, May
; 22. by \ Ruvsell Mace. esq. Miss Lillian N
Jordan to Sidney J Mace, both of plantation No 21.
LI SCO MB
HODGDON
At Sal
Harbor.
May 19, by Rev George S Brooks, Miss Doris
L Li scorn b of Seal Harbor to Howard H
Hodgdon of Hall Quarry.
RAYNOR
CARTER —At North Sedgwick,
June
2, bv Rev A D Carvel, Mias Bertha
I
! Kay nor of Bucksport to Orria Carter of
j South Bluehill.

Eggs, Live and Dressed, Poultry
Veal, Apples, Potatoes
Prices, Shipping Tags, Dressing, Packing
and Shipping instructions, etc., sent free

HENNERY EGGS

j

j

Send

Trial

Shipment.
Goldsmitti-Wall-Stockwell Co.
a

Boston.

—

Profresstonal Cars*.

H.

a\LICE

U1KI).

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MAD* OF

COTTON-At Ortand. May 27, Frank E Cotton. aged €5 years, 9 months, 13 days.
JOHNSON—At Dedham. Mass. May 28, Edward M Johnson, formerly of Bluehill, aged
87 years, 4 months. 11 days.
MARKS—At Oilacd. June 1, Miss Louisa F
Marks, aged 89 years, 28 days.
McDONALD—At Stonington, May 31. Mrs
Susan H McDonald, aged 78 years. 3months,
15 days.
ROYAL —At Boston. May 29, Misa Grace
Royal of Ellsworth, aged 23 years, 4 months.
WIGHT—At W'aldoboro, May 28, Miss Margaret Wight, formerly of Penobscot, aged 87
years, 9 months, 30 days.

TYPEWRITING, accounting and
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Cuion Sale Deposit A Trust Co., of rortand, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bondi
Agent Ollrer Typewriter, typewriter supplies
Cor. Mam and Water sta. (orer Moore's Dru*
Store;. Ellsworth. Me.

DR. CHARLES B. DORON
OSTEOPATH
Specialties: Xervous Diseases,
Diseases of Stomach.
Treatment and Consultation, by Appoint*
mtnt, in Eli*worth on Fridays.
Addreas, Pearl Bid*.. Bangor, Me.
Telephone 18MM. Res. 2123R

A5urr.tsrL.ftua
Granite and
Marble
Memorials at

H. W. DUNN’S

Stiitrt'Tnmntt.

Water Street

ELISWDITN. MAINE
Artistic Designs, First-class Work, Lowest
Prtcea Liberal discount on mail orders.
Established 1882.

Ellsworth Steam
AN Kurts rt laaniry tort.

Laundry

NAPHTHA CLEANING

called for and delivered
Special attention to parcel poet work
Goods

H. B. ESTEY A CO., Proprietors
State Street,
Ellsworth, Me
...

Albert N. Cushman

Electrician and Contractor
Electric Supplies and Fixtures
Ellsworth

Estey Building,

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICED

Tweaty Years' Expcrieace.
Personal attention
or mall order*

to all detail*.
Telethon*
promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant
Me.
St., Ellsworth,

Telephone m-2.

FOR SALEl

•

Telephone 38-11
save:

PLUMBING,

money

I Mill have a nrf lew more suit, and pants
that were damaged by smoke and water.
If
11
you need a suilcome and see me at once.
price la any object to you. tt la none to me.

Board

and

Lodging

at Reasonable Prioes
LUNCHES SERVED.
Homemade Pies for Sale.

REPAI VRI fSIO
Spring la here.
Bring your shabby, dirty
clothes and I will make them look like new, at
very reason «ble prices.

DAVID FRIEND
iMaiu Street,
Ellsworth

The Blue Front,
1« Main St.

Ellsworth, Mo.

NEWS

COUNTY

MAD TO TRIESTE
HARD TUCGNOUER

*

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Rev. A. H. Graham is in Boston

for two

weeks’ vacation.

high school drama, “Her Friend,
the Enemy,'’ presented in neighboring
The

towns with success, was presented at Masonic hall May 28, and proved one of the
best

plays

ever

Expart Tells of Difficulties That

given here by amateur

Aljava Norwood,

who

Must Ba Overcome.

taken

was

ill at the home of her

Seth

seriously
in Brooks, was, at her request, brought to
the home of her son Robie, where she is in
a

critical condition.

Norwood

are

Mr. and

son

were

into

fellowship,

two

Fierce

Despite
Fighting, He Doubte
General Cadorna Will Take Trieste*
as Austrian Resistance Increases at
Battle Fury Grows—Advance on Front

by

by confession and baptism. Five were Y. M. C. A. boys. Mr.
MacDonald, coast missionary, assisted by
the pastor, conducted the service.
seven

Thursday

evening the
fine program.

of Twenty Miles.
“The Italian offensive on the Julian

grade teachers

front has been a notable one. While
The primary
presented
as that
pupils gave a pretty sash drill and songs. not as vigorous a movement
Miss Scammou teacher. The intermediate l which finally resulted in the fall of
pupils, Miss Frances Dyer in charge, gave Gorizia last year, the Austrian official
statements have not hesitated to anIndian songs and dances and scenes from
a

HIGH

I

W’HOOL

graduation exercises of Clark high
will be
held Thursday evening,
June 7, in the new ball, at 8 o’clock. The
The

school

j

Prayer
Music

Salutatory—Essay, Red Cross Work.
Undergraduates,

Music

been

".

**

1'

Shirley Sawyer la employed on the
elevated railway in Boston.
The youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
fiolsie Coomba is verx ill of pneumonia.
Burton

Helen Ida Littlefield
to

Cloud, Minu., who
visiting bis aunt, Mrs. Carrie
Tripp, has gone to Vinalbavento work,
H.
June 4.
has

EGYPT.

|

Music

Doris Lillian Leach

LATIN TROOPS NEAR DUINO

Mrs. Seth

here.

received

CLARK

were

Elmer Summers of St.

penobscot.

Motto, Address

Sunday, May 27, at the communion service of the Congregational church nine
letter and

news

program:

talent.
Mrs.

OO.'TNTY

Saturday evening, where they
delightfully entertained.

Steuben

!
j

8camr>on

school friends
June

on

his

Ruth

nounce

ing

grama fine

has

j

our tunas m deuca te

Overwork, lack of fresh air, mental strain or any sickne**
disturbs their functions. Stubborn coughs tear and wear
die sensitive lung tissues.

S(«m MSNN

1.

Mrs. Charles J. Smith returned Priday
History.... ..Rena Florette Littlefield
from the hospital in Bangor where she
Prophecy, Presentation of Gifts.
has been for
treatment. She waa acChristie Marie Leach
•
com pan ied by her son Shelden.
Music
Last Will and Testament.
l)r. Raymond Clark of the East Maine
Msynard Merton Perkins I
general hospital, with hi* stater Heater,
Essay. The Battle Cruiser—Valedictory,
who it teaching at Brownville, spent the
Lyman Moore Hutchins
week-end with their parents, Mr. and
Music
Mrs. J. W. Clark.
Singing—Class Ode
8.
June 4.
W E Clark
Presentation of

should be taken promptly for hard coughs,
or wnen

ness.
The rich cod liver oil improves the
quality
of the blood to relieve the cold and the glycerine
U
soothing and healing to the lung tissues.

Kefne AlnUic Substitute* Which Exclude the 09.

diplomas.Supt

Music

will follow the

reception.

A ball

Music for both

Thomas Leary of

Boston

is

visiting

! relatives here.

COUNTY

graduation exercises will
be furnished by Higgins’ orchestra of five
All who are interested in the
pieces.
school and its work are cordially invited. Saturday from a successful fishing trip.
Miss Etta Young, graduate nurse, came
on a visit to her home Monday, but was
THE FALLS, HANCOCK.
exited away on a case in BelDewey Gatcomband wife are home from immediately

TODAY
Keep
timely

|

May».

OTIS.

Miss

the ball and the

NEWS

Lun Orcutt. before goir-g to
j
Blot; bill to work at the mine* as cook.
Mr*.

1

Peabody and Miaa Dim ie, first of
the summer visitors, came Priday.
Will Hale aod Fred Coombs returned

tt.a

i———————-

NORTH BROOKUN.

After these exercises the graduates will
receive their relatives and friends.

unyielding colds.

wrengtn is lowered irom any cause. Its high
nutritive value creates resistive force to ward of! sick-

|

|

_

Atmmtsreunu.

entertained eleven
fourteenth birthday,

that at some periods the fightbeen the fiercest they have had
mar school teachers, had prepared
j to do on the Italian front.”
exhibition of the Macedonian and Spartan :
This statement was made by a milclass itary expert who is following closely
courts.
Next
week graduation
!
functions will be in order.
developments on all the European batfast.
Spray,
June 4.
tle fronts.
Seal Harbor for a few days.
The correspondent, in mention | last
“It is doubtful that General CadorF. W. McLane, who has employment in
SOUTH BLUEHILU.
week of the death of
Deacon George
na will reach Trieste, one of the great
Camden, is at home for a short vacation.
Ernest Varney was called to Rockport, j
Grindle of Sedgwick, regrets exceedingly
Italian objectives.” be continued- “The
Miss Lanme Moon of Boston visited
Mass., last week by the serious illness of j
that an error was made. 'The correspondHermada ridge presents a most for
her aunt, Mrs. Joseph Brink w orth, last
his aunt.
ent had been thus informed.
Deacon
midable barrier, and the Austrian re- week.
Misses Virginia and Gladys Pinkbam of \
Grindle, though very low, we are glad to
sistance Is tertaiu to increase as the
IS.
G.
May
who
have
been
their
j Italians attempt to push farther along
Ellsworth,
visiting
note, shows a slight improvement.
aunt, Mrs. Charles Ferric, have returned the coast. At
June 4.
Xknophon
present the Italians are
NORTH BULL!VAN.
home.
less than a mile from Duino, their imWEST
J
GOULDSBURO.
Mrs.
Ellen
fell
and
inHavey
Friday
The friends of A1 Leach and wife, who mediate
objective, on the gulf of
Miss Frances A. Wood, U. of M., is
jured her back badly.
have recently moved into their new home ;
Trieste.
Earl Jellison, who has been in Whitins•pending a few days with her grandhere, gave them a house-warming SaturMust Fight Evsry Inch,
mother, Mrs. louisa Wood.
day evening.
ville. Mass., since October, is home.
“While the terrain between their;
O.
Miss Mary Keith, who has been in WinfcMay 28.
There was a flag-raising at the church !
advanced lines apd Duino Is not espej Memorial day, w ith remarks by Kev. { ter Harbor caring for her brother, has reMis? Bertha Raynor of Bucksport and
will
bathave
to
difficult,
daily
they
turned to her work at S. G. Wood’a.
Orris Carter were married by Rev. Mr. I
tle for every Inch of ground, die George Sparks.
Carvel at North Sedgwick Saturday even- 1
Mrs. Amanda Lewis and Miss Ella I^ewis
About twenty-five Foresters went to
most difficult fighting of all will come
tag. Congratulations are extended.
of Steuben are spending a few days at the
after Duino is passed, when the Ital'June 4.
O.
home of Frank P. Noyes.
| ians will have somewhat more than
d&omisrmcnuL
June 4.
L.
ten miles of difficult terrain between
GOULDSBORO.
Rev.
Howard French
of
INDIAN POINT.
Steuben them and their goal.
“The Italinu advance has been on a
preached here Sunday.
Bloomfield Higgins spent last week at
front of about twenty miles, or from
Mrs. Walter Welch of Presque Isle is
his farm here.
u point north of Gorizia to the Adriwith her mother, Mrs. P. H. Spurling.
Arthur
Higgins and family of Bar
atic shore.
It started eighteen days
Procrastination is the thief cf
Mrs. Abbie Tracy of Steuben is visiting ago and
gradually grew In strength.
well by Harbor spent the week-end with his
health:
yourself
her granddaughter, Mrs. Leroy Spurling.
parents, F. L. Higgins and wife.
The principal attack at the outset was
the
use and help of
June 4.
H.
The
body of Edward Stevens was north of Gorizia. The Austrian combrought here from Bar Harbor last week. mander apparently concluded this was
NOKTH LAMOINE.
Mr. Stevens was horn here, the son of
to be the principal line of attack.
Albert Cbrl.tle returned from WaterJohn and Francena Stevens.
Mr. and j
“While the battle was at its height
rille Saturday.
Mrs. Joseph Stevens and Mr. and Mrs. : in this region a crossing of the Isonzo
Andrew Liscomb of Bar Harbor came to
P. H. Kuaaell and wile are occupying
was effected at a point much nearer
attend the funeral.
their cottage.
the coast, and a new Italian army
June 4.
Eittah.
poured through the Austrian lines.
Charlie Walla, who baa been in CamThe latter were taken by surprise.
Lsrvwf SaW of Aay Madkinr in tk« ff«l
bridge, Maaa., eight
monthe, la borne.
SURKY.
*
Said wcrywlMra. la koiM, 10c.. 2iw
This, however, is no excuse, since the
f
*.
Y.
Mrs. Charles Minnegerode left Saturday ! Austrians have known at all times
for Baltimore.
that Trieste is one of the principal
Everett Stone and wife went to BarHar- ! objectives of Italy.
"The gain hi territory has not been
bor Saturday.
gnat, but even that is considerable.
Rev. E. S. Gahan preached a tine sermon
The fact that the Austrian lines have
to the graduating class Sunday evening.
beeu smashed and the armies of EmMrs. Wesley Will ins and two Bons
peror Charles forced back for miles
have gone tp Neponset, Mass., for the
along the coast has nerved not only to
summer.
hearten the Italian forces, but the al
J une i
L.
lies in general.
"The capture of nearly 24,000 AusSOUTH SURKY.
trian troops in a little more than two
for
the
are
at
their
The Wilders
cottage
weeks is no small accomplishment a^d
season.
must have had a chilling effect on
Vienna.
Austria’s counter claim to
Guy Carter of Ellsworth is visiting
Leslie Speed.
having captured 14,000 unwounded
Harvard Curtis of Bar Harbor visited Italians serves to offset the Home
claim, but the followers of King Vichis father recently.
tor Emmanuel have every reason for
Mrs. Annie Cloeson of North Sedgwick
re lob ring.
is with her niece, Mrs. Bert A. Young.
out
Italian Progress Remarkable.
Tramp.
June 4.
*
“The most spectacular captures ot
NORTH BLUEHILL.
to a
extent
the forward movement, of course, were
car
James E. Saunders and wife returned j the taking of Monte Cucco and the apSaturday from a visit in East Boston.
proaches to Monte Santo, which required a loug anil terrible tight. It
Mrs. Eleanor (Wescott; Stevens and
became most Intense on the Vodlce and
Mr.
son John are visiting her parents,
on the hills approaching Monte Santo.
end Mrs. C. F. Wescott.
as a matter
“When the natural difficulties the
A. H. Johnson accompanied the body of
Italians have to face on this front are
his father, Edward M. Johnson, from
to
own
taken into consideration their progress
Boston to Bluehili for burial.
river
The
lsonzo
remarkable.
appears
D.
June 4.
—
is broad and swift. In only one place
SUTTON.
is it fordable.
Here the mountains
Philip Bunker is home from Boston fairly bristle with Austrian guns. Yet
the Italians crossed the river, protectuniversity for the summer.
ed their advancing infantry, consoli
Warren and Walter Rice are visiting
more
no
dated their captured territory and Intheir grandparents in Sedgwick.
trenched, all under a heavy concentratMiss Beatrice Hanna closed her third
or more
ed fire by the enemy, whose forces conterm of school here Tuesday and returned
ducted a determined counterattack.
to Sorrento.
"The line north of ttorlzla has not
Tot.
J une 4.
advanced far, the principal advance
having been toward the south and
Never Neglect A Cold.
east along the coast.
Heavy British
A chill after bathing, cooling off suddenly
guns and British gunners played an
after exercise and drafts, give the cold germs
same,
foothold that may lead to something
a
important part hi the Initial stages of
worse. Safety
requires early .treatment. the drive, hammering the Austrian poKeep Dr. King's New Discovery on band.
means a
This pleasant balsam remedy allays inflamsitions to pieces. Veterans of the Darmation, soothes the cough and repairs the danelles
campaign arrived In the gull
Better be safe tnan sorry. Break up
tissues
the "old with Dr. King's New Discovery beof Trieste in small monitors and renfore it is too late. At your druggist, 50c, $1.00.
dered valuable assistance to the land
forces by pounding the Austrian left
flank.
“While the capture of Trieste would
have a greater moral effect than military value, since It would mark the
realization of an Italian dream of fifty
rears, from a military standpoint it
would be a real accomplishment. Italy
sures
more
to
wants the entire eastern shore of the
»nd avoid irregular habits which lead Adriatic freed from Austrian control
more
to
to constipation or intestinal indigestion. and the Austrians driven over the
Don’t overload your stomach with indi* mountain
With Trieste in Italridge.
gestible food, rich pastry, candy and ian hands it is easily conceivable that
sweets which do you no good and may
Austria would be forced to abandon
bring on biliousness or dyspepsia, leaving
the traces in your face or complexion. the entire Istrlan peninsula, marking
Get all the outdoor exercise you can, an even greater victory for General
Csdorna.”
wet your share of sleep, and you will
ice! well and look well all the time.
Miss
“Hiawatha,” in costume.
Avery, assisted by Miss Hodgkins,

~

I
!

Mrs. George Black of Bangor spent
Sunday and Memorial day here.
John Watts has moved bit family to
East Eddington where he has employment.

Alexander Henry of Bangor
week

to act

as

loss

for

Mr.

came

last

Murphy’s

peeling bark.
Morey and son Angus motored up
Saturday from Ellsworth, to attend to the
crew

Mrs.

remodeling of their

summer

cottage here.

Kbcn C. Warren of Ellsworth la at bis
planting. Ills wife and son are

farm here
with

him

Robert

are

and
their

bia

mother

and

little

guests.

Lydia Young Frost,

Mra.

who

accom-

sister, Mrs. Moore, of Hallowell, home two weeks ago for a visit, was
brought back here by her brother-in-law,
Arthur Moore, seriously ill.

panied

her

The agricultural club attended
the
demonstrations at Ellsworth Fal's last
Friday evening, and bad a most enjoyable
lime. James Jordan took the children in
his barge. Henry Brawn and wife invited
them to their home at Ellsworth Falls for
s bountiful midnight supper.
Davis.
May 81.
BROOKHViLLE.

Roper
Eugene Black

James

Ibe

is at
of

A*
__

home for

a

few weeks.

Boston ia at borne for

summer.

E. Powler has bought the
tire stock of Charles P. Young.
Mrs. A.

en-

daughter has been born to Mr. and
Mra. Eugene Black ( Doris Eva).
E. M. Cotton of Houth Brooksville baa
purchased about 250 hen* of Charles
A

SOUTH BROOKBV1LLE.
Mra. MaodeS. Black, who has been
in
Boston the past winter, ia at home.
Croaby Ijidd baa sold bi* flock of »heep
to Mra. Nettie Billing* of Brook svilie.
The schooner Herbert May, Capt. ner.
her! Black, ia In Baltimore from the
Canal
Zone.
Elmer E. Orcutt and Joseph Ladd hare
Mystic, Conn., where they hare
employment.
The schooner* Lawrence Murdock and
Ralph K. Grant bar# gone to Portland
with gravel.
gone to

CJuite

a

number

of

the

student*

EDEN.
M. JeBiaon ia employed at
Harbor.
If.

Ormond

ployed

Haslem of

at B.

Waltham

Emmons Hodgkins and wife are receiving congratulation* on the birth of a son,
on

May

31.

Mr*. Stephen W’arren of Bangor, with
daughter l«ouia«. ia visiting her sister,
Mrs. Nettie Robbins.
Mr*. Viola Wiltry of Milo, who has heta
Visiting her daughter, Mrs. NettD R>bbins, has returned home.
V.
June 4.
NORTH HANCOCK.

Young.

Mr*. Almira E. Clark came here SunJames Campbell baa moved his family day from Ellsworth.
;
to the Ernest Babson faun, which be has I
Leon Stewart i* home from Ellsworth
leased for one year.
high school, ill of measles.
Mrs. Nulela YockrM visiting her Mister, I
M.
June 4.

of your

large

upon what you put into it.

Sign of a Reliable Dealer
anil the World's Best Gasoline

The

Just

affecting your
comfort it pays
get
the
best
gasoline
only
SOCONY.

DEALERS WHO SELL
SOCONY MOTOR GASOLINE

There is
gasoline
refined
powhighly
erful than SOCONY. And it
is the only gasoline which is
wherever
always the
you buy it. That
welcome freedcm from faulty
carburetion.

Look for the Red, White and
Blue SOCONY Sign. It inmiles
the
you
gallon and
power
the mile.

KEEP YWIB LIVER ACTIVE

Standard Oil Co. of New York

But if your complexion is sallow,

or

dull or yellowish,
from biliousness, try the above suggestion!, also try a small dose of “L. F.”
Atwood's Medidne after eating, and you
trill soon notice the difference in your
look! and feeling!. Safe and reliable.
•lm.ll dose.
LaS» hottfe, 35 cents at

pimply, if your eyes

are

Boy Patriot Boot Homo.
Frederick Miller must take off loug
pants, leave Fort Slocum, return is
Baltimore and knickerbockers and bo
come Freddy again because it waa discovered he is only fourteen, though
live feet six inches and weighs 100

F." Manicure Co..
your dealer's. “L
pounds.
Portland, Maine.

•

em-

Mi** Susie Allen is in Bar Hart or hospifor an operation for appen
iti*.

“SOCONY!”

TO LOOK WELL

is

tal

Comfort

depends

Winter

V. Grant’s.

A Word About

What you get

o!

Hrooksville high aotool have Jtktnd the
Junior volunteers of Maine.
May ».
C.

Morang,
Silvy & Hagerthy,
C. L.

i

Ellsworth

H. F. Wescott,
Bluehill
J.B. Bettel,
Austin Chatto,
C. F. Wescott, Jr.
I. E. Stanley,
F. L. Mason,
So. Bluehill
A. R. Conary,
E. Bluehill
F. L. Greene,
Daniel McKay,
Surry
Franklin
R. E. Rankin,
Hancock
H. W. Johnson,
Hancock
So.
G. W. Colwell & Co.
Lamoine
H. L. Smith,
Trenton
H. H. Hopkins,

Segal'Nouns.

SSlucittBnntaak

m

** *S ■* Hi t-•. P

C4 r. f

1

r:, (>', R*

RRRKilkRhnhRRhn

n*tK or MAINB.
reOTT
t0

us.

o» Hancock
Honorable Justice

of tbs Supreme
bc h*,d •»«»•s»id county on the
h
o. Octotme. .. d 1.17
B. Cr'ppen of Bllaworth. In
county, wile of Wllllnm A.Crip,H.n.
I1
ttprfi'OUi That har maiden
rt»p»>>'“ j.
Jh K Holme*; 'hat Ihe waa
to the eald William H. t rip
t» ‘ha atate of New York, on
» «*-.>•*»• O
of
day
third
then dnly uaw Mwlft. a mlntater,
Hoiemnlzad raatrlage. In the
B*’,...
lived together
, Ve« York; that they
and wlfe at .aid Manila, and at
"
Cuba,
places. to wit. at Havanna,
York, at Klmtra. New York.
•*
from the lime
pJi Aurora. New Yorg.
»»!>> marriage notll the tweniythat your
dayof Kebraary. a. d. t*I4;
slwat# conducted herself towards
•*? tin*
a faithful. .me and of.
MtdhMhandaa
aald twenty-eighth
.im.aie wife; ‘h»» on
the aald william 8.
u
of Kehruary. a. d. 1914,
d»«nw*
7““r Ithglan* withteri7
and Iteol to purve onknown to her.
which time aha haa never Men or heard
h.m any
" or received from
rmm him,
aupporl;
utter deaertton haa continued for
lo the tiling of
m« e n*ecatlvv yar. prior
that hla reaidrnea I. unknow* to
aecertalned by
Iibelan and cannot he
diligence, that there le no eolloand
the arid WII
libelant
yonr
f'?i * cippen to obtain aitlsorcc; that your
In eald Bllaworth aad
Hhelaul »0» reeldea
actually realde.1 In aatd Bllaworth and In
faith tor more than one year prior to tha
wherefore
commencement of tbia proceeding:
he decreed henrar* that a dleorce may
and the aald William 8. Crippao
rnr
[he canae above aet forth.
1
a. d. Ift7.
Dated tble 19th day of May.
Mlgned. Hainan B. (at re an
STATE OP MAINB.
BLiawoam, May M, 1*17.
H Air coca **■
rtubteribert and tworn to by tha aald Hanala ‘W*1 d*P 01
nib K rippvn bafora
V.y.a.d. 1*17.
Alien H. rcorr.
Aenoleted by the tjovernor of the Slate of
Maine to odiuloloter oalha and take aokaewltdgmente of deed.,
te.t

Tali^T

Jw.v\AH
TJwtd
.Itollv
"‘-rrmarried

l,w,iiSnla.

Ke'twenfy

April.

‘f’lhelr
"f.hth hi*
L'^
?
rrfppenut
IT.,

“

Fruita-tives

French Fronts

efTect

waa

COUNTY

NEWS

GOIT’S ISLAND.

^liM Elizabeth Peterson has been visiting Rev. and Mra. Foray the at Southwest

STATIC OF MAINB.
Scranna JooiriAL Coon.
In VaCATlon.
Bllaworth. May JO. A. D. >>17.
Upon the foregoing libel, ordered: That the
libelant give notice to the eald libelee to apthe
Jaettce ol oar aapreme
near befora
judicial court, to be holden at Klleworth.
of Haocock. on the
lor
the
and
county
within
.econd Turwday of October, a. d 1*17. by
noblUhiiig an attested copy cl laid libel and
Ihlaorder thereon, three weeks eacceeelTety
American, a newspaper
in the Kll.worth
printed In Klleworth. In onr county of Han
cock, tbr laat publication lo ha thirty daya at
prior to tha second Tuesday of October
nest, that be may thera and than In oar aald
coart appear and answer to eald llbal.
Aano W. Kina.
Justice of the Sap. Jud. Coart.
A true copy of tbe libel and order of court
thereon.
Attest:—T. F. Msrosbt. Clerk.

Harbor.

Haucoci ae.

Gardner iJtwwon of Bernard ia rebuild-

ing one of the weirs at Placentia island
formerly operated by William Harding
and others.

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Moore left Saturfor a few days’ visit in Ellsworth, before leaving for New York. Mr. Moorj

day

will

going

resume

to

sea.

June 4.

Chips, Jr.

How the First Flag Was Made
hy Mrs. Efetsy Ross on Sag-

OUR FUG'S BIRTHPLACE

\m FG.1 A FIE

The Building In Philadelphia

WITHiibMN/_

Where Betsy Rsss f*ade
First Old Glory.
o----o

gestions by George

M

Washington

^

iMiftiaaaftRti«n«i«ft*>ftftftanaii

MDataKiRaiRiRaininBiQiiaiikiM

day. June 14. 1017. the one
hundred and fortieth anniversary
of the lilrth of Old Glory, Unda
her flying over the battlefields of Europe in democracy'* struggle to over-

changed

autocracy and Prussian militarism.
She la flying side by side with
the tricolor of prance and the British
nnlon Jack and will continue there until a victorious peace Is achieved.
Therefore the celebration of Flag
day tills year will be the moat momentous In history, and flaga will fly from
all large buildings and millions of
homes throughout the United States
this year.
As the flag swings full and free It
may well quiver with pardonable arrogance. because of the national achievements It has marked.
Because It flies
over tile land of opportunity. It hns already drawn the population of ail em-'
litre from less favored climes, and It Is
still the ensign of hoiie for millions
more who look *o It with longing eyes.
"Long may It wave.*"
One hundred and forty years ago the
representatives of the several colonies
hi revolt against Great Britain assembled In the old city ball of Philadelphia and appointed a committee to
choose a flag which would lie a suitable standard for the use of the troops
In the field ns well as at a fitting em-

After taking one box, I fed
like a new person, to have relief from
those sickening Headaches”.
Mss. MARTHA DEWOLFE.
GOc. s box, 6 for $2.60, trial alse, 2Se.
At all dealers or sent postpaid by Fruit*
a-tlvcs Limited, Ogdeaabuig, N.Y,

iween*her

with five points, and
this was the only change made. She
took hunting of colors chosen and, following the design that Washington
had drafted, made the first flag for
the growing nation, a bit of work that
has since unde her humble home a
valued landmark In history and a
shrine for patriotic pilgrims.
Each detail nnd color In the flng was
chosen for some special significance.
White was selected because It stands
for purity and must represent the future Integrity of the nation. Blue was
taken from the edges of the old Covenanters' banners, partly l>ecause the
Bcotch-Irlsh of this faith had contributed much to the purchnse of the country's freedom, but more because their
color was the one that would best typify the people's league agalilst oppression and their covenant for the preservation of unity, peace and justice. Red
was borrowed from the Romans and
used as they had used It centuries before, to express courage and defiance.
The stars represent the constellations
that were even then rising out of the
The first
great and unknown west.
stars were set In a circle, an Idea borrowed from the ancient Egyptians and
signifying eternity. Were not these
early architects of the nation building
a wonderful temole of freedom that
to

LIKE i WORKSHOP OF 0*
Molt Powirful Fore* Evsr AtssmbM
Under thi Flag li on Edge For lit*
tlo—Waiting Period Spent In Turning
Out Gun Crowi and Brooking in Nib
Mon.

post flag 20 by 10 feet, the garrison
3(1 by 20, while the colors carried by
regiments of Infantry ami artillery and
battalions of army engineers when on
parade are of silk and measure (1 feet
(1 Inches by (3 feet. Congress recently
awakened to the fact that the dignity
of the nation was being lowered In the
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Cr«w3 Anxious For Avsngs.
men behind the guns have lost
shipmates In the war—the.v were gun
crews on merchantmen sank hr Ger
man submarines. And other shipmates
now are on duty aboard the destroyers
operating with the British and
French fleets. The men with tlie AtThe
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lantic fleet are working to [repare
themselves t > avenge tlie killing of
their metes.
Here's what happened the other day:
A crew was practicing with a five inch
gun. A bluejai ket about seventeen—
he still had down on his chin—was
t.
He grasped baud'-s on a
Anting.
I,road brass wheel: his eye was steady
at a rubber cup at the end of a long
sight, through which he saw the target. His duty was to keep the gun 0:1
the target so it might he fired an"
Around this beardless youth
time.
were grouped other gun crews ready
tj (' > when his crew had complete l
Its period.
The breech snapped open, the load
was
thrown homo, the liree h was
hurled back in place and then a buzzer, operated from the fire control station. sounded; there was a flash, a
roar, the hiss of a projectile speeding
timingh the air and tin* louder hiss of
compressed air blowing s::i A-:e out of
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Renruits Taught to Handle Guna.
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On the afterdeek latest arrivals
aboard tlie chip were set to work that
day and every ether day, in fact, upon
the loading ma< bines.
They consist
principally of a breech and block and
a slide that aarrles away dummy projectiles and [lowder bags.
Officers with stop watches in their
hands set one crew after another at
work, the Idea being to develop ex-
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PRETTY MARSH.
Mra. Winslow Newell, who has been in
Boeton two raonlb, ia at home.
Harvey P. Freeman of Rockland spent
the week-end here.
O.
June I.
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Photos by American Press Association.
WIDOWS OF CONFEDERATE VETERANS AT ATLANTA. GA., MAKING AN AMERICAN FLAG TO PRE8ENT
TO THE FIRST GEORGIA REGIMENT TO GO TO FRANCE AND A TYPICAL SCENE IN WASHINGTON
ON FLAG DAY.
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Lantarm In China.
There has long existed among the
Chinese a pasalou for fireworks and
lanterns. Travelers have called China
the land of Utiitprus. and the term Is

blem of the nation that was beginning
to emerge from the chaos of revolution. The Individual colonies had necessarily assumed standards of ^ome
kind.
In July, 1775, Israel Putnam
floated a flag from Prospect bill. Massachusetts, bearing the motto of the
state on one side and the legend “An
Appeal to Heaven" on the other. In
'V'tober Boston floated a battle flag
showing a pine tree on a white field,
whl' h also bore the legend "An Appeal
to Heaven.”
Virginia troops the same
year marched with grim and determined faces under a banner emblazoned with the design of a colled rattlesnake and the words “Don't Tread
on Me.”

In every city, at every port
river and canal as soon
as night comes on lanterns make their
They are hung at the
appearance.

aptsislte.
and

on

every

door of every dwelling; they swing as
pendants from the angles of pagodas;
they form the fiery crown of every
shop front: they cluster round the

houses of the rich and light up the
hovels of the poor: they are borne with
the carriages of travelers, and they
■wing from the yards and the masts
of vessels.
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Essancs of Good Cooking.
eAwORTH,
The essence of good cooking Ilea In
,5A®
dec^d,
four things—the ability to preserve, de(lip
| velop, improve and vary the flavor of
foods. The French excel particularly
In the art of varying the flavor. A
small piece of meat suffices them to
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said an odd man"Guess that's l.
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in'!'.' irimidy at
•art
of-wa.
the third shot as .he gun's «rew got
tlie range and the pillar of white water leaped into tlie air.
"How would that do for I’ritzy?
Suppose that had been a submarine
and''—
Tlie buzzer, the roar of the gun and
the hiss of air interrupted him.
"Another hit! Gee, that's shooting!’*
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The big ships of the most powerful
fleet ever urJcr tic* American flag
when visited by a correspondent Woro
working day and night to bring about
the defeat of Germany on the at*.
Iteadv for battle, they are spending tbu /
waiting period turning out sallorinen,
The fleet temporarily is a gtbat workshop of war. Already it is turning out
one of its finished products—men who
can tight.
They are serving the guns
on American armed merchant ships.
Its other product—men who can run
the great merchant fleet the United
States will use to feed the allies—wUI
be ready as soon as the ships.
Five inch guns, the kind mostly used
aguinst submarines, are there by
the hundreds. On the decks great turrets house fourteen Inch and twelve
Inch lilies—three or two to a turret
On hlglT-platforms guns used for defense against aeroplanes point to the
sky. Brass always is shining, steel always Is polished, paint always Is new,
and decks always are white with scrub-

bing.
summer

evening.
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tates hereinafter named:
i\t s pruba'.e court held at Ellsworth, in aud
for the county of liaucock.ou the twenty*
second day of May. In tbe year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and seven
In vacation.
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War Makes Observance of the
Day This Year the Most
Momentous In Ail
Our History
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Nothing in tho way of medicines seemed
to help mo.
Then I finally tried
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iwvn°be*ween

either of lbs
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•offerer from Constipation and Headaches, and 1 waa miserable in overy way.
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East Ship TTasbotH,
*'It I* with prest pleasure that I write
to tell you of tho wonderful benefits 1
have received from taking “Fruit-*?
tlvca”. For years, I wag a dreadful
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Flag Day Finds Old Glory
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A common standard was needed,
however, to mark the unity of purpose
In the colonies, and this the commitThe design that
tee was to provide.
congress decided upon was described
as having thirteen stripes »o represent
the colonies then In revolt and thirteen
white stars on a blue field with the
This much being
same significance.
decided. George Washington. Robert
Morris and Colonel Ross went down
on Arch street, Philadelphia (then Mulberry). to the home of Mrs. Betsy
Ross, an upholsterer, and submitted
their design and Idea to her. She suggested that the six pointed star be

should never fall? The thirteen strips
they chose as a representation of the
number of colonies, and the Idea was
to add a stripe and a star whenever a
new state was added to the Union that
they expected to [ierfeet. The Idea
seemed to be feasible then, for It must
be remembered that colonial dominion
reached westward only to the Mississippi and south only to the northern
boundary of Florida. A flag could have
easily accommodated all the stripes
and stars that might grow from that

territory.
Restored to Thirteen Stripes.
When Kentucky aud Vermont came
Into the Union In 17114 the nuiuler of
stars and stripes were Increased to fifWhen other states began growteen.
ing out of the acquired territory of the
west and south the flag begun to grow
out ef proportion und lost its historical
In MS congress voted
sign ill uni e.
that rile number of strli>os should tie
restored to thirteen and always so remain. to typify the colonies that bought
the independence of the nation, while
the sturs should staud for the stutes
of the Union.
The act also decreed
that a star for each state should be
udded on the Fourth of July following
the admission of the state.
The cloth Is made on American
looms. The storm and recruiting flag
measures 8 feet by 4 feet 2 inches, the

eyes of Its own citizens as well ns tile
of foreigners by allowing the use
of the national ensign in advertising
sehemes, and so a law was passed prohibiting the degradation of the flag In
this fashion.
The first battle In which the regulation flag of the new country appeared
was thut of Brandywine, <!ept. 11,1777,
and ever after that It has been borne
aloft over the heads of American soldiers to encourage. Inspire and strengthOn the
en the hearts of the lighters.
very' day that the law was enacted establishing the form of the flag congress appointed John Paul Jones commander of the Hanger, with authority
to bear the new ensign into foreign
He sailed away with It to enwaters.
ter French ports on Dec. 1. 1777, and
on Feb. 14, 177S, the first foreign salute ever giveu Old Glory was that of
nine guns given by the French fleet
John Paul
under La Motte Piquet
Jones deeply Justified the faith that
congress hud placed In him when It
gave 1dm the flag to carry oversea.
He set It high on the Bouhomme Richard, and when she went down In a
death grapple with the Serapis he
ransferred it to the captured ship and
This was the
later to the Alliance.
first flag on board an American manof-war. and It Is now preserved In the
National museum In Washington.
eyes

T
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loading speed by competition.

The newest members of the ships' companies work for days at these loading
machines. The next step in their trainBut
ing carries them to the guns.
the.v arc not yet ready to fire the regular charges. One pounders that go off
with a sharp crack are lashed on top
of the big guns, and the crews go
through all the motions of tiring, but
Instead of a big shell a little one weigh
t v. heir
big a [lound speeds for the *
tlie buzzer sounds or when th“ tiTet
captains In charge of the L..„ger rifles
jell “Fire!"
After a period of firing with the subcaliber arrangement the crews get
down to real battle practice.
There
are few
busier places than a turret
in action. Concave steel walls are all
around, amj a steel roof Is Just above
the heads of the gunners.
The powder bags are driven home, •
man at the breech swings a lever, a
ton of steel swings up with a hiss of
compressed air, the breech block turns
and locks, a buzzer sounds, the charge
is ignited, and with a rush of air the
guns recoil about a yard and then
jump back Into position. There Is a
loud “swish—swash" as the guns come
back and then go forward.
Outside it is much different. There
Is a flash, a roar, a ring of .smoke and
the loud wh'stle of the projectile rushing through the air.
Fifteen seconds from “commence firing" to “Are” Is considered pretty good
time for the big guns in the navy.
They have new gun crews In training
now who never saw salt water until
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By HOWARD FIELDING
Copyright by Charles W. Hooke.
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Mrs. Culver is a widow, young and j
Her ways have
fair and very rich.
been ways of pleasantness throughout
the whole span of her years, and she Is
today the happiest creature that exists
Under the blue arch of heaven. Even a
trifling malady of the heart with which

j

She is afflicted may lie counted as a
blessing not only to herself, but to her
physician and to me. It spices her life
with a delightful though wholly imaginary uncertainty. She Is capable of a
delicious melancholy ami reads the
Works of the gentler philosophers with
a profit and Joy which might otherwise be denied to her. And, besides, she
takes a lively pleasure in changing her
will aboift once iu three mouths with
the help of my legal advice. Upon such
occasions the enumeration of her various properties gives her a childish gratification wholly unmercenary, a liberal
fee is mine, and when I meet her doctor we never fail to shake hands ui»on
the excellent state of Mrs. Culver’s
health.
Mrs. Culvqr is a discoverer of genius,
chiefly iu the fields of music ami
poetry, ami has helped many worthy
young j*ersons, with only a moderate
sprinkling of mere schemers ami singers. Every new object of her favor inspires her with a fresh desire to nttack
the impossible problem of establishing
a permanent charity for the needy children of Apollo, and (only ui»on jiaper.
of courset I have squandered millions
for her in this way. A natural delirestrains her from immediate
cacy
benefactions of any great magnitude,
and so she adds a codicil to her voluminous will and nearly always revises
her general scheme of charity at the J
same time.
Upon a <-ertain day I had an apj>ointmerit to call ujmn Mrs. Culver at 3 iu
the afternoon, and I looked forward to
tie* usual agreeable interview.
When I entered her house I was
aware of music, very good music, as I
Some one was
am compelled to admit.
playing ujkmi the piano in the smaller
drawing room ujmjii my right. I guessed at once that the performer must be
a
young Dane named Nil.- Kronold,
had
whose
geuius
recently been
brought to Mrs. Culver’s attention.
The butler informed Mrs. Culver of
my presence, ami she crime to the re-

j

ception

room,

where

we

exchanged

a

few words. I learned that she hail encountered Mr. Kronold In one of the
big stores and had brought him home
in her carriage. If 1 eared to hear him
play she would take me into the draw-

IP*
“WHERE is

MONEY?*

MY

ASKED

MRS.

CULVER.

log room, but if time pressed with me
she would dismiss him and give her attention to busiuess.
Meanwhile the talented Dane continued to discourse most excellent music, and although my conversation with
Mrs. Culver occupied more minutes
than the brief summary of it might
seem to Indicate. Mr. Kronold did not
reaso to play.
The sound was always
in my ears, although not constantly attended. ,\et I am sure that if it had
been interrupted beyond the natural
small pauses of the musical score I
should instantly have t>een aware of
the fact and should not have failed to
remember it afterward.
I have said, however, that I did not
give n steady hearing to the sweet
strains that were wafted across to us.
The reason was twofold—first, 1 preferred the voice of my hostess to any
other music, and. second. I had observed something which, though it had
no especial significance at the moment,
excited my curiosity and tended to deflect roy attention. Behind Mrs. Culver
there was a mirror, and it gave me a
view of the part of the ball and of the
entrance of the room where Mr. Kronold waa. A heavy curtain was bang
I saw the butler—a
across that door.
lean. dark, anxious man. wboae name
y Derby—draw* the curtain aside and
faira presently emerge,

USSSC

*

me

not

j

t

__

It was furtive,
successor, so he hud so far debased
ordinary.
himself at the behest of natural curiosHud nervously indecisK e.
There w»s a chair in a corner of the ; ity as to go in and get the letter. Inhall, and he sat down in it and got up tending to read it in the lmll and reagain lu an unnatural way. as if his turn It to Its place lh*fore Mrs. Culver
action had beeu part of a mild night- should miss it.
“But 1 didn't take the money,” he de1 saw his right hand hovering
mare.
around the breast pocket of his coat, clared. with teai*s in his eyes.
And, if be had taken It, what In the
and I knew that that pocket held unusual contents.
Finally he glanced to- name of all mystery Sad he done with
ward the door of the reception room, it? He could not have hidden it in the
caught u glimpse. I suppose, of my ob- hall, because my eyes were on him.
serving eyes in the mirror, and imme- and he had been nowhere else except
in the drawing room itself, and there
diately his distress increased.
“By all means." said I in response to ! not more than oue minute, ns 1 could ;
a reuewed suggestion by my hostess. “I
testify. Moreover, if Mrs. Culver had j
should l>e very much pleased to meet left the bag dosed, how could Derby
have known that the money was in It?
Mr. Kronold."
KronoUl knew, for Mrs. Culver had
Fpon this we crossed to the drawing
told him. but the lady had opened the
room, the butler holding the curtain for
our convenience and entering after us
bag after entering the room and hail
in response to a ^iga from his mistress, seen the m ncy iu It. Therefore if
who doubtless required some small
KronoUl had taken it it must still lie in
service of him. though what it was she the room. But the table was at least
could not remember, for the* excite- fifteen feet distant from the piano, and
ment of the next few minutes oblitermy own eyes bore witness that Kroated the matter from her mind.
noid had played all the time that he
Mr. Kronold seemed oblivious of our was aloue.
Mrs. Culver evidently believed that
coming. Ilis back was toward us; his
eyes were intern upou the score, for it Derby had hidden the money In the
appeared that he was playing some
room, and she began a search. Derby
thing new to his repertory, a purchase meanwhile was leaning against the
of that afternoon. This circumstance wall, a figure of wood. KronoUl took
may account for the fact that he was me aside. He had the bag in his
giving his third rendition of It when hands, and he covertly showed me a
I remembered having small moist stain upon It.
we entered.
heard those chords while the butler
"That looks to me like blood," said
was admitting me to the hou.se and
he. “Do you observe that Derby has a
again while Mrs. Culver and 1 were scratch across two of his fingers?”
talking in the reception room.
Yes.” I answered, “but it doesn't
I think that Mrs. Culver was about
seem to be bleeding.”
to make a gesture to me, indicating
“1 saw* him wiping it with his handthat we should wait in silence for the kerchief.” said he. “Now, if this stain
conclusion of the piece, but a sudden
!s blood that shows that the fellow is
Folshock of surprise arrested her.
lowing the direction of her glance, I
saw a plain table, which stood in the
center of the room, seemingly an addition to the ordinary furniture, and
now littered with a great number of
unframed engravings, uj>on the midst
of which there lay a lady’s hand bag.
The mouth of the bag was or>en and
gMI«»d at us pathetically like a dying
fish.
“Where is my money?” said Mrs.
Culver in a strained and whispering
tone, and I could have fancied that she
addressed the question to the empty
bag and that the inanimate creature's
open mouth replied in the popular
phrase of the day, “You can search
me.”
The gifted Kronold wheeled about
ujw»n the piano stool and sprang to his
feet
“Why. Mrs. Culver.” he cried, “surely H’s not |H)ssible”—
I interrupted him by suddenly addressing lH*rby, the butler, who was
about to withdraw from the scene.
“Don't go." said I. and then to Mrs.
d> «--*-**
Culver: “Pardon me, 1 think it is imJ
|
portant that Derby should remain. I
“THAT LOOKS TO UF. LIKE BLOOD,** SAID HE
saw him enter this room and leave it,
aud since then he has not t»een out of lying, for he said that he did not touch
So if anything is missing
my sight.
the bag. It’s only a step to the Cbll
he has a ixrfect opportunity to prove dren’s hospital, and one of the doctors
his ininv ern e immediately. In Justhv over there could tell me In a jiff..
to him I could not see him lose this
whether It's blood or not. Then we’d
chance by absenting blmself at this have Herby In a noose.”
juncture.*'
At this moment Mrs. Culver in her
Derby’s distress was extreme and search npproui hed the piano, and 1 saw
ludicrously obvious. In my mind there a sj>asm of uncontrollable nervous ter
was no doubt at all that the missing
ror sweep over Kronold's face. A great
illumination dawned upon my mind—
money was in the man's breast pocket.
“What was the sum?” I asked Mrs. the money was in the piano! Mrs. CulCulver. “And in what form was it?”
ver had not remembered just when
“Not quite $10,000.” she replied. she bad put down the ling. She must
There were nine $1,000 bills,” and she have put it on the piano and not on the
gave me the whimsical womanly reatable. Kronold had opened it with one
sons which had Jed her to close her
hand, while pounding the keys with
account w ith a certain bank and take
tl»e other, had taken out the money and
the sum in cash.
then had cleverly tossed the bag to the
“And you carried so much money in table.
that bag?" said I. “It was a risk.”
I may as well say at once that my
|
“Ah, but this is not an ordinary bag.” deductions except us to the hiding
said she. and, taking it from the table, place of the money—were absolutely
she closed it and gave it to we. “Let accurate. That is precisely the way in
which the robliery was committed.
me see you open it.”
I was unable to do so. for there wfts Subsequent investigations proved Kroa secret spring most
ingeniously de- nold to l>e n lieast of prey, with a loug
record on the other side of the Atlanvised.
“This is the way,” said she, taking it tic. He was, licside*. as clever as a
from me, and in a moment she had re- conjuror and one to whom the trick of j
the bag's lock was simple as A B C.
placed it u|m»u the table, open.
|
At that moment 1 had an inspiration
“Are you sure the money was there
to save Mrs. Culver a shock. A i»ainful \
when you left this room?” I asked.
scene was inevitable, but It bad bet“Positive." she answered. “And. be
sides, the bag was closed. Somebody ter involve no oue except the thief and
myself.
must have opened It.”
“Mr. Kronold lias made a brilliant
“I distinctly
“Yes,” said Kronoid.
remember that it lay upon the table, suggestion,” said I, addressing the lady.
closed, when I sat down to the piano a “It will necessitate our going out tofew moments ago.”
gether for a few minutes. May I ask
“I dou't remember where l put It." you to remaiii in this room, keep I>erl»y
said Mrs. Culver, “bur." she added, with here and admit no one else?”
Mrs. Culver assented without quesdecision. “I know that It was shut.”
“It lay like this." said Kronoid. and tion. and Kronold and I left the room.
he put Ihe bag upon a corner of the The musician seemed glad of my comtable, not in the middle, us it had lain
pany, and as I stepped out from Mrs.
when my attention was first drawn to Culver’s portal into the glare of the
it.
western sun my mind was busy with
“And now,” he continued, “then1
have been only two jx»r»ons in this the riddle of the man’s demeanor. The
next instant I was alone.
room, myself and this servant. In this
The heavy
matter 1 will claim no advantage over
door was shut, and Kronold was upon
him. His honor may l>e as precious to the other side of it.
him as m;ne is to me.
So this is wha'
It may have l»eeu ten seconds iiefore
must be done.”
And he proceeded to l I bad the wit to use my knuckles and
the bell. I»erby admitted me, wonderempty his p«»ckets.
“Hut you were at the piano all the ing.
time," protested Mrs. Culver. “Aside
“Where is Kronold?" I demanded.
from the absurdity of the idea that
The butler stared and stammered.
“I—I KupiHjwed he went out with you,
you would do such a thing, you really
couldn't. you know.”
sir.”
She turned to me for confirmation,
This, however, was a grievous error.
and I had no chok e but to support the Mr. Kronold went out of that house by
argument. It was a |>erfect certainty way of a basement door and thence to
that Kronoid had played continuously the street at the rear.
for some time preceding Mrs. Culver’s
And now I come to the richest part
tearing the room.
Nevertheless I
of the ioke—the money went with him.
yielded to the musician's plea and It had been in his pocket up to the
helped hiui search himself. He did not momfnt when he stood by the table
have the money.
| showing how the bag had lain. Then
Then Derby stepped forward, his i the clever rascal put it into the bag
hand in his breast pocket, aud, with aiWf suaplied the lock and immediately
|
most moving evidences of shame and
entered uj»on the farce of the search of
contrition, he produced a letter ad- His own gurments. The plunder was
dressed to Mrs. Culver and bearing the iidden in the very receptacle from
return stamp of a well known employvbich it bad been stolen, and the thief
ment agency.
He bad given her the so carried it from the scene of hia reletter when she came in with Kronoid markable crime. The stain upon the
iiod had seen her put it upon the table bag he made with his own wetted finin the drawing room. Some days be- ger. These facts he confessed when he
fore he had incurred the lady's diswas caught upon an ocean steamer at
pteasur*. and he feared this com muni Ltbe moment of her sailing on the folIt with the question of bis lowing day.
was
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A Girl Takes a Legal
Husband to Save
a Fortune
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By ALAN HINSDALE
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I wits a young man struggling to
make a competency, but despite all m;
efforts I eould not get any money
thend. It was plain to me that I could
jot make money without money to
sake It with, and I bemoaned my Inability to save enough to enable me to

for il.buo thrust Into my hand, sml
I was shown to tbs door, whi* b was
closed behind roe with a bang by my
beloved mother In law.
My first a> t after my marriage I am
going to ata«e without any explanation. For such things there la no explanation that can lie expressed In
I went straight to a Jewclery
wonts.
store, bought a solitaire diamond ring,
for which I |iald exactly $1*100. and
sent It by express to my wife
Since the package was addressed to
her there was a chance that she would
open It without her mother's knowing
of Its reception, and If she dkl I was
curious to learn whether she would
The express agent
return It or not.
gave me a receipt signed by my hrUle,
and after a week bad cla|>sed and my
gift bad not lieen returned l concluded
that It had been retained without Mrs.
I was In hopes
Tiverton's knowledge
that I would receive a note from tBo
; recipient expressing her thanks, but I

j did not.
get a start
A year passed before I was Informed
One day an uncle of mine telephoned i tbst I was expected to take certain
ateps lhat I had agreed to take which
me asking If I would like to make a
would cuable my wife to secure a dithousand dollars very easily. I replied
vorce.
At the some time 1 learned
that I certainty would like to make a
that proofs that the soldier In Belgium
thousand dollars, even If I had to work
who would hare Inherited the earldom
for It. whereupon he told me to come
of Arraakllllng was dead had been ofWhen 1 leeched
to bU house at once.
fered In England and his younger
It be said to me:
brother had Inherited the title and «•"I am guardian for a young laly
This fact explained my Icing
tales.
Her called upon In the matter of the illwhose fortune la considerable.
vorcs
mother la ambitious that she should
I bad noticed when reading the docmarry an English nobleman who la
ument given me to sign immediately
haa
father
HU
Inherit
a
title.
to
likely
before my marriage that my pledge
recently died, and bis older brother, read that "on
being called upon by
who Inherits, went to the big war
tbe said Bertha Tiverton" 1 was to
and after a recent action was reported
take certnln steps In tho matter of a
If be la dead the divorce. When I saw that her mother
among the missing.
title falls to the man my ward U thinkwas managing her matrimonial affairs
If he U alive the
for her I resolved that when called
ing of marrying.
upon to act In tbe matter t would folmatch will not take place.
low the letter of tbe agreement and
"The girl can't wait to learn If her
refuse to act except on the request of
suitor U really the Earl of ArraskllUng.
my wife.
because her fortune, which came to her
Wien 1 received notification that I
U
secured
her
by
through
grandfather.
was expected to fulfill my promise 1
to
the will to her firstborn eon. and,
called on my uncle and told him that 1
make It more probable that the shall
was ready to do so provided the rehave a son. 11 la stipulated that she
quest was made by my wife and that
must be married by a certain date—
I might be sure she and not another
I required that she
waa making it
But there U
that Is. tomorrow noon.
Furthermore, that
tell me In iierson.
nothing In the will to compel her to
1 might t-e sure she was making It
In
live with the man abe marries.
without durc-s, I required that she
this respect the document Is lame In
make the request without any person
carrying out the testator's Intention
except herself and myseif being pres"Bertha Tiverton, or. rather, her

RID SHEEP OF WORMS.
Mathad of Eradication Advlaod
by Ohio

Experiment Station.
Sheepmen haring flock* infested with
stomach worm* and tapeworms
may
free the animals of such pent* hy treatment before turning out to
aprlug pasFor this purpose

ture.

a

drench of cop-

sulphate has lieen found most satisfactory In the flocks at the Ohio ex|x>rlment station.
per

Two fluid ounces of

s

solution made

by dissolving sn ounce of copper sulphate ■ blue Vltrloh In two quart* of
water is
»uliyent for a yearling, and
a two-year old
sheep needs three fluid
ounces.
A long necked bottle or a rubtier tube and funnel may tie used to
give the dose. Most effective results
follow when llte sheep are fasted for a
day both before and after treatment.
Wafer should not te given
*r a few
hours preceding and follow In, the doa-

big.
Digestive disturbances, |«x>r appetite,

loss of tb-sh and general Weakness Indithe presence of worms. I .a tub* are

cate

seriously nffected. the exfierts aay.
Kidding the sheep of worms In the
spring will result In fewer losses In the

most

lamb crop.

Quito GROWING UNDER
IRRIGATION METHODS
(Prspared by United Pistes department or
sericulture.)
The

greatest

nntura!

limitation

to

growing under Irrigation In many
*enils rid sections are short
growing
corn

and

extreme differences beand nigbt temi>eratnrc#.
These effects may lie partially overcome by growing early maturing and
adapted varieties, but It i* not to bo expected that as large yields can be secured as are possible In sections where
the seasons sre long and temiwrature*
sens..n*

day

tween

more

unlfoAu.

Many failure*, however, are due to
preventable cause*. The most common
mistakes are overirrigation, too frequent Irrigations, too early Irrigation

ent

mother, being In a quaudary about'
what to do In the matter. I have sug
gested that the daughter comply with
the will technically by marrying some
one wbo will leave her after the cere
mouy and consent to a divorce when
required. This plan has Icon agTeed
upon, and a thousand dollars will be
[>«U1 to such person as will fill this position of temporary husband."
My uncle censed to speak at this
t>oli. t. but there was no more to be
1
said
1 Understood him perfectly.
If
was to marry a girl with a furtuue.
her suitor was the Earl of Wliat-dy'ecall-hlra I was to resign her In his fa
vor: If not 1 was to resign her In some
one else* fsvor.
But since 1 had never
seen the girl and was not eviccted to
see her after the wedding she personally did nol enter Into the matter. One
thing 1 was sure of—I would have a
thousand dollars, and 1 knew just
where to put that thousand dollars to
I asked ray uncle how
start a fortune.
long a time I would have to make a
decision, and be said till 0 o'clock the
same evening and If 1 decided alfirmativety the wedding would take place
at o.

Tlu-re
matter,

was but
and that

uur
was

drawback In tbe
my

tiecoming

a

divorcee! man.
Hut divorces are not
stigmatized as they used to be. aud In
case I should later fall in love tbe *»
man 1 loved would not he likely to object to me ou that ground. 1 concluded by 5 o'clock to the evening to submit to the ceremony and so notified
He Instructed me to be at
my uncle
bis bouse at a quarter to 8 aud be
would take me to my bride's home for
the ceremony
I found my uncle waiting for me. and
he took me in bis car to a handsome
dwelling, before which we alighted.
Entering, we were shown Into a room
where an aristocratic looking woman
of fifty awaited us. and my uncle took
from his pocket a document wblcb she
read carefully. Then she banded It to
me. aud 1 glanced over It Since U was
what 1 had been led to expect I signed It. and my uncle and the lady.
Vlra. Tiverton, witnessed my signature.
Then we all went into another room,
where we found tbe bride waiting.
She was a pretty and otherwise at
tractive looking girl, without the alight
eat appearance of worldllneea expressed In her countenance.
1 made up my
mind that her mother was alone responsible for this marriage of temconvenience and
that
the
[<or«ry
daughter If left to herself would be
likely to marry for love alone. She
cast a glance at me wblcb denoted an
interest In the man who was to be
tied to ber temporarily, above what
seemed lo tie called for
Naturally I
cast a similar glance at her.
I noticed
something lietweeu a pleased and a relieved look tu her. and I have uodonbt
she sa w admiration In me.
So far as the otbera were concerned.
Ii was all a mere matter of business
and 1 was regarded In the same cateWe were
gory as a legal document
Instructed to stand aide by side, and
the ceremony was performed by a dril
officer wlto was empowered to oiarry
couples.
Though a figurehead for a
husband. I resolved to have one taste
of my wife's pretty lips, and tba moment we were pronounced man aud
wife I stooped and kissed her.
Both my uncle and Mrs. Tiverton
ooked daggers at me. but my wife
submitted without protest, a alight
ting t of color coming to ber face. 1
wa»« hurried oat of tbe room, a check

n urn Uy
uuvic mnu
statement he looked at

iuo

uie

curiously

for a few moment* without speaking,
then asked me tf I was sure I had the
tight to Insist ui>on what I proposed.
I gave him the reading of the docuHe simply
ment as i remembered It.
said that If I was correct In quoting It
1
1 had the tight to what 1 claimed
saw at a glance that he sympathized
with me tn the matter, though he
would not countenance my taking a
dishonorable stand.
1 a*ked him to
convey uiy demand to Uie T1 verto(ll.
which he pro oised to do.
A few day a later my unde Informed
me that he Itad transmitted what I bad
said to Mrs. Tlverion and her daugh
ter
He did not tell me how the Dies
snge had been received by either. t*ut
aald that he had nothing further to dc
with the matter and I would be dealt
with directly by Mrs Tiverton.
A week passed, and I heard nothing
Of course I
from my mother-in law.
O—.—
——0
was In the dark
why no action had
Com cut away to *tiow a t> <*]
been taken
saw
a
notice
lu
a
Then 1
*«• ..<J
cracked
aoll
Tht*
Uiul
and
Karl of Arraa
news|otper that the
hava b#«-n cultivated afuw Inga*
J
c -:<j
lion **■* t^v>n am the «i
killing was In America and being
}>C Wol ««u
sought after by society. I determined
to get a view of bia lordship, and. batC-0
ing a friend who naa a member of ■
sml too lit lie ciltlvailou. 'I'll .‘inner
club at which the earl had teen "put
who has Keen ac. u baud to t
3
up," I arranged to see him there On* shortage of luw'-turc ns the chi* a'we
day when be was at the clnb I wai of 1
rop failure too 1 ften coudii; ,‘.hit
telephoned by my friend to com*
will cure nil ill*
imutv
Irrigation
around at once. I did so. and the car
large yields.
was pointed out to me.
A single
When the surface soil Is kept set U»
glance at him convinced me that, bar
teuiiwraturcs sre lowered I. , r»l>d
rtug Ids title. I would not be egotlttica
Slid tlie result 1 1 slower
evaporation.
In assuming that 1 could win any wo
growth slid delsyed maturity. 1 Ifmitiman from him.
Uls lordship waa post
rsllon lie delayed until the sui faces'll
lively Insignificant In look*, and 1 wai
begins to bake sud crack, root 1 are exassured that his Intellect was no bet
posed aud cultivation may than t«* very
ter.
f
injurious.
Soon after this a woman came tc
»
Small corn plants do uot
see me who aald she was "Miss Tlver
frrlgslarge moisture supply.
ton s maid."
She told me that be*
tlous stimulate au excvagtve growth of
mistress was bitterly opposed to mar
stalk. The large, sappy stalks usually
rylng a title with an apology for a do not produce as uiu>.4|
grain us those
man attached. and It was Intimated to
normally developed
are loss likely
me that my wife favored
my maintain
to reach maturity Indore fall frosts
lng the point I bad taken In acting occur.
only on her request. Through the maid
On laud that is we'J cultivated sud
I begged my wife to grant me an lik
kept free from weeds It is usually unterview
She consented, and we met
necessary to irrigate corn until shoot
at the house of a friend of hers wb<
the lime the (asad* aud silk* begin to
was In her confidence.
A good supply of water 1*
appear.
1 was astonished at the change that
are
needed at this
tipe, aud Irrigations
had taken plate In her since our mar
of much benefit
the plants in producAt that time she had beet
rtage.
ing and devebang ears These Irrisomething of a child: now she war gations should a1 thorough and followa woman.
Without kuowtug it 1 had
ed as soon as visible by cultivation.
launched a coup d'etat In extending
Irrigatiug ■ furrows or shallow
the fee 1 had received for marrylug
ditches
lietwcg the coru rows Is tetter
her for a wedding gift. My uncle had
than fioodlnwic whole surface aud altold her about me and that I wished
lowing the Iter to ciane lu contact
the mouey to make a start In tbt
with the
world
My extending 11 all In a gift
The un# of irrigations necessary
for her won her completely.
deiieuds tpsi the type of soil and the
Besides ibis there was something in
amount
supplied by rainthis unique wav of getting a start la
On avergjf loam soils two or three Irthe world to win a girl's
sympathy, rl patloo* re usually sufficient Idt*
especially In contrast with an Inferlo*
trriguti# delay maturity.
man ready to sell himself
Our first meeting was followed b> !
Exarciaa For Ewos,
sthers. and at last my wife decided
Thtf'ie exercise the ewe gets tbs
to defy, b*y mother
openly and asked
me to come to see her at her
heaipr and stronger the lambs are
home
I waa not loath to accept the InvitaIikc|jr;l I*;. The ewes will also deliver j
tion.
more easily. Some men advoM bunlUig the roughage for the
I knew little of what passed between
the field and spreading It about
my wife and tier mother or tietween
her and the Karl of
lit,ifell bundles. The ewes will then
Arraskllllng Ber
tba declared her Independence of both,
•4P exercise by running about from
anj In time we lived together
Her ■fto place. On wet rainy or stormy
mother. I believe, was scandalized beIP'they should lie left In the barn.
the weather Is at all
cause there waa not a secoud
public
wedding, hut neither I’-crtUs nor I saw nPrnble the ewes should be out of
slany advantage lu duplicating wbat j Bps for exercise. One should not
ip the fleeces of the sheep to get soak..~
F wet lu the winter time.
..
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